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wholesale prices; pegs rents in 302 areas
Rigid Government controls for the
war's duration over retail and wholesale

prices and rents were announced April 28
by Price Administrator Henderson fol"

lowing President Roosevelt's call for de
cisive action to halt the swiftly mounting
cost-of-living.

In a single sweeping order—the Gen

Other highlights of the general order
include:

,

^

The requirementthat every retail store

mustpublicly display theceiling prices for
selected "cost-of-living" commodities on
and after May 18;

Immediate licensing of all retailers and
wholesalers, effective as of the date the
ceiling applies to their articles orservices;
in other words each retailer should con

eral Maximum Price Regulation—the Ad
ministrator setthe highest prices charged sider himself licensed as of May 18 and
More people to get autos
Gasoline cards described
19 to March 1942 as an absolute celling over each wholesaler as of May 11- Late^
virtually everything that Americans eat, wholesalers and retailers will be required
industrial operations
storage batteries curtailed
22 wear, and use. The only exemptions are to register in writing onforms which OPA
CoEee reserved to guard supply— 24 a limited list offood commodities. Com
will provide.
panion orders paved the way for Federal
Priority Actions
COMMODITIES AND SERVICES COVERED
control oi rents in 302 defense areas in
civilian defense
The
general regulation applies to prices
46
States
and
Puerto
Rico,
housing
more
Volunteers getFederal recognition. 30
than 76,000,000 persons, and set separate at all levels—manufacturer, wholesale,
transportation
Nation-wide organization for war- Ji ceilings for a broad range ofcommodities and retail—of every commodity or prod
uct, domestic orimported, that is neither
end products.

RATIONING

What the order does

COST OF LIVING
(1935-38=100)

W4 'IS '16 -17 -IB '«9

I

1

^1

1

WORLD WAR

By its terms, the General Maximum
Price Regulation requires that:

WORLD

under the ceiling.

2 Beginning May 11, manufacture
and wholesale prices and the prices for
wholesale andIndustrial services
not

Prices on literally millions of articles
of all sorts are, by the regulation, auto
matically controlled. Prices on rela
tively few products are exempt.
Almost all processed foods

^^3^'^Beglnnlng July 1, no one inay charge

almost every

1 BeginningMay 18, retail prices

a few exceptions, must not exceed tne

highest levels which each individual seller
charged dui'ing March 1942.

, .

,

exceed the highest March levels for each

WAR 2

mere for services sold

[Je

nection with a commodity than he
rhareed during March.
4 Effective immediately, all retailers,

IS38 'SO '40

covered by a separate OPA regulation
nor specifically excluded. AU services
connected with •commodities also ccme

^•bolesalevs. manufacturers and sellers of
services must preserve existing
^
Fal«>s made during March for maximurn
pricing, .purposes

when the ceilmg goes

Among those controllPd are prices of
processed food

com

modity—such as bread, cake, and bakery

products; beef, pork and their products:

sugar, fluid milk and cream sold at retail: ice cream; canned meats, soups.
(.Cojitviued on page 4)

Into effect

APRIL 1942

Price Cos^trol
OATA-BL*

457bOU'—42

OVER 1,

,000 WORKING IN PRODUCTION DRIVES-Pag« 16
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Mr. Nelson also announced that volun

tary war-production drives in coopera
tion with the WPB campaign have been
organized in plants employing over a

Review of the Week

million workers.

Last week's big news was the general
maximum price regulation which set the

highest prices charged by the Individual
seller In March 1942 as the celling over
virtually everything that Americans eat,
wear, and use. Ceilings are effective May
11 for wholesalers. May 18 for retail sales,
and June 1

for retail

control

ordered

was

services.

for

Rent

302 areas in

addition to the 21 already designated,
putting the freeze as of a certain date on

regions populated by some 86 million
people in the 323 areas.

wholesalers); standard ferromanganese
(producers.)

Premiumson motor fuels in East
Service station prices for motor fuels

On the industrial front, WPB set up
machinery to handle power shortages
wherever and whenever they may occur;
regulated the manufacture of storage
batteries to save vital materials; got

were frozen in another ceiling, providing

more metal by limiting the size of hair

premiums over the March level for the
East, where use of tank cars boosts costs.
Prices of cotton goods and cotton
yarns, governed heretofore by a sliding
scale based on cost of "spot" raw cot
ton. were brought to a rest on the basis
of the highest March price for the raw
material. Action was taken also on
woven cotton tickings; on "finished" cot

pins; limited production of protective
helmets; banned fancy finishes on metalworking machinery, to speed up deliv
eries: put metallic zinc and "high wine"
(new source of industrial alcohol) under
complete allocation.

Synthetic rubber program increased

ton piece goods; and on raw and proc

WPB placed all rubber substitutes of
the Koroseal and Vinylite type under

Excepted from the general ceiling were
such things as books, viagazines. news

essed wool waste, which Is the most Im

direct allocation: continued restrictions

portant substitute for virgin wool in gar

papers, and movies, which do not fall
within the Price Control Act's definition

ments.

on scrap and reclaimed rubber; and at
the same time authorized the Recon

Farm produce escapes

of commodities: unprocessed agricultural
produce, which cannot be treated under

the act until prices rise substantially

New autos easier to get
As the public prepared over the week

end for sugar-rationing registration,
which began Monday, and learned the

over parity; some goods like objects of
art, for which there is no organized mar

details of the Interim gasoline rationing

ket; and primary raw materials, which

cards which will be given out beginning

are alresdy controlled by individual ceil

May 12, the Office of Price Administra

ings. Also excluded were waste mate
rials below the level of the industrial

tion announced that it was relaxing the
conditions for distribution of new auto

consumer: certain machines and parts

mobiles.

made by subcontractors; antimony ore
and concentrates: instrument jewel
bearings.

Solid fuel prices pegged

The War Production Board meanwhile

restricted deliveries of coffee for large
retailers and large restaurants to 75 per
cent of the amount in the corresponding
period of 1941.

A number of separate ceilings were Is
sued, mostly pegging prices at levels other

struction Finance Corporation to pro
vide facilities for an annual production
capacity of 700.000 tons of Buna syn
thetic rubber by the end of 1943—an In
crease of 100,000 tons over the previous
Buna program.
*

★

*

Wool dealers, shippers asked not
to overtax Boston storage space
ODT Director Eastman, in a state
ment issued May 1, called upon wool
dealers, shippers, cooperative organiza

tions, and mills to do everything within

War coctracts being reviewed

than March. Dealers' prices for all solid
fuels (except wood) were frozen at De
cember 15-31, 1941. figures. Other sep
arate ceilings were imposed on bitumi

A measure of the growing war effort
which underlies these regulations and
deprivations was contained in the an

their power to prevent arrival in the
Boston area of more wool than they can
handle without delay and with mini
mum storage and warehouse require

nouncement that funds made available

ments,

nous

miscellaneous

for America's battle now total more than

solid fuels (producers); rolled zinc prod
ucts (producers); nonferrous castings
(manufacturers); fluorspar (producers);

162
billion
dollars—while
President
Roosevelt during the week asked for addi
tional appropriations which would round
the figure out to some 200 billions. WPB
Chairman Nelson revealed that war con

coal

(producers);

paper, its pi-oducts and raw materials

(manufacturers); standard newsprint
(manufecturers, converters, distributors,
merchants); camelback (manufactur
ers) ; waterproof footwear (manufac

turers); farm equipment (retail): con
struction and road maintenance equip
ment (rental): mixed fertilizer (retail):
machines and parts (manufacturers and

tracts are being reviewed In all cases

where it is believed the ever-increasing
swing into mass production has lowered

costs to the point where refunds or ad
justments for the Government are feas

ible.

Substantial savings already have

resulted.

OFFICIAL BULLETIN o( the Office for Emergency
Management. Published weekly by the DlvtEloc of
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printed at the United State# Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. 0.
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WAR EFFORT'S PROGRESS
TOLD VISUALLY
The charts appearing every week on
the front cover of Victoby tell the story
of America's battle as it is fought here at
home. One-column mats are available
for publication by newspapers and others
who may desire them. Requests should
be sent to Distribution Section, Division
of Information, OEM, Washington. D. C.

Subscription rates by mall: 76< for 63 issues; 25«
for 13 ifeues: single copies 6t. payable In advance.

Remit money order payable directly to the Superin
tendent of Documents. Government Printing Office.
Washington. D. C.
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Library.
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Women are being shown new ways in

which
effort.
metal,
which

Home Front
Today, five months after Pearl Harbor,
the U. S. A. has driven the last spike
in the framework for total war on the
five continents and the seven seas. In
one hundred and fifty days wehave mobi
lized our vast reservoir of brains, brawn
and spirit—men. materials and ma
chines—^for titanic death struggle with
the Axis.

our neighbors—If at the same time we
had permitted our national economy to

duty at lathe and punch-press; our scarce

supplies of automobUes, rubber, gasoline
and sugar rationed in iustice to all; our
materials guarded by a Nation-wide drive
for saving and for salvage and, finally,
our economic resources marshalled se

hold them for refills.

careen toward certain disaster down the

This might seem like a trifle measured
against the gigantic panorama of war

highroad of Inflation.
The Office of Price Administration rec

1941. it Is estimated, three to five million

ognized what every housewife and every
businessman knew, too—that the cost
of living was getting out of hand and
that something must be done to halt the
Inflationary spiral. That's why the OPA

Here are the timbers in that stout
framework: Our production machine

moving toward maximum conversion to
war; the flower of our youth training
for service in the air, on the land and
at sea; our technical skill massing for

they can contribute to the war
Now they are asked to save the
glass and plastic containers in
they buy their glamour aids and

production, but look at the figures; In
pounds of plastics, 10,000 tons of steel.
2,250 tons of copper and 550 tons of zinc
were consumed by the cosmetics indus

try. A lipstick holder saved is a bullet
gained.

More rubberplanned

for war

The Reconstruction Finance Corpora

REPRINTING PERMISSIBLE

tion has been authorized to build plants

Requests have been received for per
mission to reprint "On the Home Front"
In whole or in part. This column, like
all other material In Victort, may be

reprinted without special permission.
If €xcerpts are used, the editors ask only
that they be taken In Buch a way that
their original meaning U preserved.

sufficient for the production of 700,000
tons of Buna synthetic rubber a year,

starting not later than the end of 1943,
an increase of 100,000 tons over the pre

vious program approved by WPB . . .
But all this and more too will be needed
for military operations, none of it will be
available for civilian use . . . Fifty-eight

specialists with wide experience in the
last week imposed a ceiling on almost all

consumer's field have been appointed to

regulations.

prices for the things we eat and wear and

"Strides made by a free people"

76.000,000 people.

help unravel the knots in the sugar ra
tioning program. They will be on hand
In regional and local offices in the 48
States and the District of Columbia when
consumers register this week for their
War Ration Books . . . Steamships start

curely under the price and rent-fixing

Democracy's enemies scofi a,t its al

legedineEBclency but democracy's friends
might well exult over this record. For
these strides have been made by a free

use and a roof on rents in areas housing

No "dead" mileage for tazlcab>
The importance of transportation as
an indispensable link between Democ

people, acting voluntarily under the di

racy's arsenal and her battlefront has

rection of their duly-elected leaders. No
concentration camps, no dragooning of

been underlined by Joseph B. Eastman,
director of the Office of Defense Trans

helpless minorities, no "one-wayballots,"
no whiplash of invective and harangue
accomplished this job. The goal was set.
the blueprints mapped, the requirements
were explained—and the people re
sponded.

"Privilege"—not "sacrifice"
Americans have dropped the word
"sacrifice" from their vocabulary and
substituted the word "privUeged" because
as President Roosevelt said in his last

portation. Last week he told the taxicab industry that the highly personalized
service received by one billion passen

war purposes to $162,416,000,000. . .. The

must be abolished and dead mileage
pared to the bone.

WPB has set up the machinery to pre

Other steps to make the Nation's

flow of electricity to nonessential serv

wheels roll farther and carry more; War
workers

and

civilian

employees

were

urged to move as close to their places of
work as possible to save millions of miles

women, bred in the concepts of democ

racy, and wedded to the principles of

vehicles can be utilized.

democracy, deem it a privilege rather

Illustrating his recent statement that
"We are over the hump on war produc
tion," Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of

than a sacrifice to work and to fight for
the perpetuation of the democratic
ideal."

More ceilings on what we eat and wear
It would have been futile to convert

the great automobile industry and other
durable goods industries to war work,

regulationsfor them.... When the Presi
dent signed the Sixth Supplemental War
Appropriation Act, involving 19 billion
dollars, it raised the total funds made
available by Congress and the RFC for

gers last year must end, that cruising

In tires and gasoline. The use of closed
freight cars for transporting shipments
within cities was banned wherever motor

message to Congress, "free men and

ing voyages may get their sugar just by
signing a receipt. .. But OPA is drafting

the War Production Board, remarked on
the success of the War Production Drive
In a message to the Citizens for Victory
Committee of San Francisco. More than

send our workers to man the machines
of war and our boys to foreign fronts,
dole out our scarce commodities, con
serve our household appliances, collect

a million men and women are on the job
in factories where Joint Labor-Manage
ment Production Drive Committees have
been set up. he said, and such commit
tees will soon be under way In more than

old scrap iron and share our cars with

a thousand plants.

vent power shortages by choking off the
ices and diverting it to war industries
and primary civilian needs. . . . War
comes to Derbytown: OPA has requested
the hotel men of Louisville. Ky., not to

jack up the rates for war workerscaught
Ir. the flood of racing fans bound for the
Derby. . . . The U. S. coffee supply has
been placed under WPB restrictions.
Roasters may not deliver to wholesalers
more than 75 percent of the brown bean

suppUed in 1941. It's needed for the
Army and Navy . . . Stabilization of the
cost of cotton goods for the American

wardrobe has been buttressed by the
freezing of manufacturers' and whole
salers' selling prices. . . • WPB has re

leased a total of 19,351 trucks and truck
trailers under the ration program an

nounced March 9. Most of these have
gone to war agencies, Lend-Lease opera
tions, or the export market.

★
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U. S. puts blanket ceilings on retail and
wholesale prices; pegs rents in 302 areas

ucts as soon as such action is consistent
with present or future legislation.

Some items specifically excepted
Specifically listed as "excepted" In the

(Continued from page 1)
canned fiults and vegetables: canned

fish and other canned seafoods; cereals;
lard and shortening: coffee, tea, cocoa,
salt, and spices. Also covere'l by the ceil
ing are all clothing, shoes, dry goods,
and yard goods: soap in all forms; every

kind of common fuel (even firewood);
pipes, cigars, cigarettes, and prepared
smoking and chewing tobacco; drugs,
toiletries, and sundries; furniture and

furnishings: appliances and equipment;
and hardware and miscellaneous agri
cultural supplies.
Specifically mentioned in the regula
tion are "cost-of-living" items including
those which are most significant in the
budgets of average low-and-middle-income family groups. Ceiling prices on

such items must be publicly displayed by
retailers, thus giving consumers every
possible assurance that they will not be
charged more than the highest prices
reached last March.

the general regulation was a supplemen

tary order revoking seven temporary
maximum price regulations, thus bring
ing the commodities involved under the
new general regulation.
EXCLUSIONS

All of the existing OPA schedules and
regulations issued over the past year
continue In full force and effect. Those
commodities covered by temporary 60day regulations automatically will come
within the provisions of the general ceil

ing regulation upon their expiration
unless otherwise treated by separate
orders.

Separate orders. Issued simultaneously
with the general regulation, impose
maximum prices over a broad range of
products of a nature requiring special
pricing treatment. For the most part,
these separate regulations set prices back
beyond March 1942—in some cases back
to the levels of last October.

In addition to the separate orders,

tables, plants, fiowers and the like are ex
cluded entirely.

tions:

cheese, condensed and evaporated milk (but

1. Those that are exempt because of
provisions of the Emergency Price Control

Act of 1942 either (o) because they do not
fall within the Act's definition of a "com

modity"—this excludes advertising, news
papers. books, magazines, motion pictures,
wages, common carrier and public utility
rates. Insurance, real estate, and profes
sional fees; or (b) by reason of the Act's

special treatment of a!gricultural commodi

ties unless and untU they attain a level
reflecting a substantial premium over
parity.

2. Commodities which do not have or
ganized markets and for which it would
be almost Impossible to determine maxi

mum prices either on the basis of pre
vious sales or prices for comparable articles.

Examples are: highly seasonal fresh vege
tables, fresh fish and game, objects of art,
3. Primary raw materials—such as timber

and

mineral

ores—all

prices

for

which

are substantially controlled by ceilings al
ready in effect at certain levels.

Administrator Henderson explained
that many of the commodities which are
left free of price regulation at the pres
ent time will be covered in the future
by supplementary orders. Among other
things, he said, it is planned to set maxi
mum prices for certain agricultural prod-

regulations conform with provisions of

The following temporary maximum
price regulations are being revoked,
bringing the products concerned under
the provisions of the general maKimnm

Num
ber o(
Tem
porary

tant series of amendments eliminates

Utioa

not Suld milk sold at retaU, cream sold at
retail, and ice cream).

4. Flour (but not packaged cake mixes and
other packaged flour mixes).
5. Mutton and lamb.

6. Fresh fish and seafood, and game.
7. Dried prunes, dry edible beans, leaf
tobacco (whether dried or green), nuts (but
not peanuts), linseed oU. Unseed cake and

llnsesd meal, - mixed feed for animals, and
manure.

a. Living animals, whether wild or do
mestic.

9. Books,

magazines,

motion

pictures,

periodicals, newspapers, and materials fur

nished for publication by any press asso
ciation or future service.

10. Domestic ores and ore concentrates.

11. Stumpage, logs, and pulpwood.

12. Stamps and coins; precious stones; an

tiques and knotted oriental rugs; paintings,

etchings, sculptures, and other objecte of art.
13. Used automobiles.

14. Wood and gum for naval stores (resin,
turpentine, etc.) and naval stores prior to sale
to Industrial consumers, or prior to the first
sale to a distributor. (However, all sales of
naval stores on any Exchange are not exempt.)
15. Securities ("Securities" are defined as
any notes, stocks, bonds, or Instruments com

monly known as securities.)

Supplementary Regulation No. 1 to the gen
eral order. Issued at the same Ume, lists sev

eral additional exceptions, including sales of
all waste materials up to the level of the In
dustrial consumer: zinc, lead and tin Indus

trial residues; certain machines and parts
manufactured in the course of subcontracting
contracted materials); antimony ore and con
centrates; and Instrument Jewel bearings.

Individual or special transactions
To make provision for transactions of
an individual or special nature the gen

eral regulation exempts the following
1. By hotels, restaurants, soda fountains,
bars, cafes, or other similar establishments
of food or beverages prepared and sold for

Producti

consumption on the premises.

2. To the United States or any of Its agen

cies of such commodities or In such transac

R«t(U'

tions as may be specified by supplementary
regulations. These supplementary regula

CPA's "sliding-scale" maximum prices
for cotton yarns and textiles. By these
amendments the maximum prices of all
cotton textiles and yarns covered by OPA
ceilings are fixed at the levels det«rmined
by the highest price quoted for raw cot

graphs—distributors and retailers.
New typewriters.
PlumbiDK fixtures.

ton on 10 spot markets during March

Oil paints and varoisb.

Also issued with

products, including butter,

sales and deliveries:

price regulation:

the general order. One highly impor

20.37 cents a pound.

2. Eggs and poultry.

3. All milk

(and the services performed on these sub

TEMPORARY CEIUNGS REVOKED

there are several amendments intended

for the most part to make outstanding

1- Any raw and unprocessed agricultural
commodity or greenhouse commodtty while
it remains in substantially its original state,
except bananas. In general, prices of such
commodities are fixed at the stage of first
processing, although fresh fruits and vege

Commodities not covered by the regu
lation fall generally into three classifica

and collector's Items.

Existing schedules remain

regulations are;

Domestic washing machloes and Iroabe machines—distributors and retailers.

Resale of new domestic cooUag and beating
stores and ranges.

Resale of new raalo recoiTlng sets and phoDo-

Domestic electhc^ appliaoHa.

tions will Include broad categories of finished
military equipment.

3. By a farmer, of commodities grown and

processed on his farm, If the total of such sales

or deliveries does not exceed *75 in any one
calendar month. (This permits the sale of
small farm processing Items such as rnioked
ham. bacon, maple syrup, elder, etc.)
4. By an owner, of his used personal or
household effects or other personal Drooertr
Dy him.

r

#
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5. By any merchant, farmer, artisan, or

person who renders prolessional services, of
his used supplies, or business, farm or profes
sional equipment, not acquired or produced by
him for the purpose of sale.
6. At a bona fide auction, of used household

or personal effects.

7. By a breeder, trapper, or hunter, of pelts,
furs, or other parts of wild animals raised by

him, or trapped, shot, or killed by him. If the
total of such sales or deliveries does not ex

ceed S75 In any one calendar month.
8. Of commodities sold without private

profit In the course of any sale, fair, or bazaar
conducted for a period of not more than 15
days by any religious, charitable, or philan
thropic organization.

★
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Text of the general regulation lists
"excepted services" as follows:
a. Services of an employee to his employer.
b. Personal services not rendered In con

nection with a commodity.
c. Professional services.

d. Motion pictures,

theaters

and other

entertainments.

e. Services of a common carrier or public
utility.

f. Advertising

services,

Including

radio

broadcasting. '

g. Insurance and underwriting services.
h. Press association and feature services.

t. Services relating solely to real property.

j. Such other services as may be specified
by supplementary regulations.

Professional services excluded
commodities, and professional services
are excluded from the order. All other

Because exorbitant

Increases have taken place in 64 areas,

the Price Administrator recommended
that rents be cut back, to levels in effect

on January 1, 1941, April 1,1941, or July
1, 1941. Ten of the 21 areas previously
designated were enlarged.

Appeals fo landlords, tenants
"Rent control is a war measure and
an essential part of the over-all price
ceiling," Mr. Henderson stated. "Rent
is second only to food in importance to
the average family budget and American

RENTS

Personal services not connected with

and leasing period.

families spend 5 to 6 billion dollars a

The Price Administrator's action on

rent applies to defense rental areas in

year for rent."

He appealed to eveiy landlord and
every tenant to cooperate with each other
and with the Government to guarantee
success of the program, which he de

retail services having to do with the
Installation, maintenance, preservation,
repair, storage, and distribution of com
modities must be priced no higher than
the highest levels charged in March 1942.

every State of the union except North
Puerto Rico also. Metropolitan New
York with close to nine million people
Is covered as well as King George County,

scribed as "an invaluable contribution to
the war effort on the home front." He

Dakota

and

Idaho

and

extends

Into

(The "retail service" ceiling goes into

Virginia, with a population of only 5,400.

warned that the March 1, 1942, rent date

effect July 1.)
Thus the rates charged by automobile

In effect, Mr. Henderson recommended
the maximum rent ceiling for each of 302

cases and that if voluntary adjustments

repair shops, garages, tailors, laundries,
dry cleaners, shoe repair establishments,
etc., are covered by Uie regulation, while
the prices set by barbers and beauty
shops (services to the person) and the
fees of doctors, dentists, and lawyers, etc.

groups of communities.

were not sufficient he would reconsider

(professional services) are not.

If his recom

mendations are not carried out within

the next 60 days, he is empowered by the
Emergency Price Control Act to step in

and impose Federal controls.

This is

not OPA'S first action on high rents,
since 21 areas with an aggregate popu

Services that are not rendered at re

tail, for example, repair of machinery in
a manufacturing plant by an outside

contractor, come imder the ceiling on
May 11—the same date on which maxi
mum prices apply to manufacturer and
wholesaler.

lation of 10 million persons already are
on notice to bring rents down. In fourfifths of the areas so far announced, Mr.

would not establish fair levels in many

and take appropriate action. "Further
more," he added, "the designation of 323
areas does not mean that rents would not
be checked in the few remaining sec

tions of the country still free of control.
We are continuing our study of local con

ditions and will move immediately into
additional areas whenever it appears that
the defense activities are likely to result
in higher rents."

Henderson's recommendations would

Three main points are involved in Mr.

freeze rents as of March 1, 1942, thus
wiping out any Increases that have oc
curred during the current spring moving

Henderson's rent recommendations: (I)

For housing accommodations rented on
the maximum rent date (March 1, 1942

or January 1, April 1, or July 1, 1941,
as the case may be) the rent shall not
exceed that charged on the maximum

SEPARATE MAXIMUM PRICE REGULATIONS

rent date.

Following is a list of the separate maximum price regulations issued April 28
by Price Administrator Henderson in connection with announcement of the general
maximum price regulation:

Beg.
No.

CosimodUy or product
Bituminous coal
Mlsceiiaaoous solid fuels
All solid (uels---

.......
.....

Oct. 1-15, ISII

Producers

Effective
dste

May 18

Dec. 16-31,1941

Do.

May 11

nated, 132 contain establishments of the
armed forces, 63 primarily are centers

Do.
Do.
Do.

are mainly shipbuilding and ship repair

Manufacturers..
..........
Producers
....
Manufacturers

terials for paper and paper prod

Oct. 1-15, 1941

Jan. 2, 1M2

Oct. 1-15, 1941, geseraliy. A

Do.

later dale in a few cases.

Meaufscturers,

converters,

distributors and merchants.

Camclback lor recappiog sod re-

Manufacturers

troodisg tires.
Waterproof ftwtwear..
Farm equipment

Manufacturers

.........

fertiliur

maeblnes and

parts.

Retail
Manufacturers
salers.

Oct. 1-15,1&41 same as April 1,

andi

whole

standard ferronanganese....

Producers

Residential rents.—.

Housing acconuDodatloDS In
specified areas.

and the remaining 105 contain establish

1938.

March level

Do.

March level

Do.
Do.

Oct. 1-15,194!
Oct. 1-15,1941

ReialL..
Rental to user.

onoce equipment.

Feb. 10-21,1942
Oct. 1,1941
Oct. 1-15, 1941
Varies from January 1,1941, to

March 1,1M3.

of ordnance manufacture and storage, 15

centers, 8 are locations of aircraft plants,

ucts.

Mixed

unwarranted eviction.
Of the 323 defense rental areas desig

Dec. 15-31, mi
Nov. 29, IMl

NoDfcrrous castings..............

Construction and road maiate-

mum rent date, or substantially altered
subsequently. (3) Provisions must be
made to prevent evasion of maximum
rents and to protect the tenant against

Producers
Producers

Standard Detrspriat paper

commodations not rented on the maxi

Dealers other than prodacers..

Rolled line products.............
Fluorspar
Paper, paper prodacts, raw ma

Price level date

To whom ceiiiog applies

(2) Provision must be made

for establishing maximum rents for ac

ments engaged in varied war production.
MAXIMUM PRICES

Do.

Apr. 28
May 18

One feature of the General Maximum

Price Regulation will result in different

prices for the same article in different
stores, even though they are under comiContinued on page 6)

★
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U. S. imposes blanket price ceilings
(.Continued from page 5)

eventually will involve the establishment
of local War Prices and Rationing Boards
in each community. Further informa

new line of canned goods—the seller must

mon ownership or are located in the

establish as his maximum price the highest
price charged In March for the most nearly

same neighborhood.

slmUar article.

This is because the

order requires each individual seller (and

The seller cannot use his own

discretion to adjust the maximum price for

tion on the regulation will be made avail
able by OPA through the press and radio.
Urgent inquiries should be addressed to

the new article up or down because It may

the regional office serving the area in

each store is considered "an individual

vary in grade or quality or size, but must

seller") to charge no more for any article
than the highest price charged in that
particular store during March 1942. As
an example, Mr. Henderson pointed out
that a certain brand of tomatoes might
have a maximum price of 12 cents per
can in one grocery, while in a market

adhere strictly to the "March highest" price

which the person resides. To facilitate
the work of OPA it is requested that such
communications be confined during the

aroimd the corner the can of tomatoes

of the same brand and size might be
priced at 11 cents.

Housewives

will recognize that this

situation prevails even under ordinary
conditions. The only change made by
the new regulation is to require each
seller not to exceed his maximum price.
However, the regulation specifically al
lows any seller to lower his price; hence,
competition may well iron out many of
the different prices over a period of time.

How to detenmne ceilings
The heart of the regulation is con

tained in Sections 2 and 3—the provi
sions by which maximum prices are
determined.

As a first step, the seller is ordered to

of the most similar article,

A "similar commodity" Is defined as one

that has the same use. gives the buyer fairly

equivalent serviceability, and is of a type
which ordinarily would be sold in the same

price line. Differences merely In style or de

sign which do not affect use, serviceability
or

the

price

line

cannot

be

taken

Into

account.

In cases In which a seller did not deal in
the same or similar commodities or services

during March 1942 (for example, a person
who took on a completely new line of goods
during April), he must base his maximum

price on the highest price charged during

matically licensed by the Administrator,
there will be no physical evidence of the
license issued immediately. Nevertheless,

The seller here cannot

use the prices of a more pretentious store in
a better neighborhood, but must find a store

as nearly like his own as possible.

If the

are applicable, which means that a li

nearly similar commodity standard as out

after warning by OPA, have his license
suspended by court action.

lined above.

Pricing other items

First, It means the top price tor which
an article was delivered during March
1943 In completion of a sale to a pur
chaser ot the same class, Cxistomary al
lowances, discounts or other price differ
entials cannot be changed, except to
lower the price. Thus a physician who
buys bandages or proprietary medicines

to price under any of the foregoing methods.

These commodities usually will be wholly
new and there may be no standard of com

parison with any existing article.

In this

case, a retaU or wholesale seller wlU select

the fastest moving comparable commodity of

price than an ordinary citizen.

Second, If there was no actual delivery

of a particular article during March, the
seller may establish as his maximum

price the highest price at which he of

fered the article for sale during that
month.

This permits the use of a list

price If no completed sale occurred In
March- Conversely however, if there was
a completed sale at a price under the

list price the actual sale price must be
used as the maximum. The "offering
price" where used to set the maximum

price cannot be a "freak" price quoted to

divide its

maximum price by his current replacement

National registratioD coming
A national registration of every retail
and wholesale outlet will be undertaken

article and must be reported to the nearest

be issued by OPA.

to buy that item now.

prices" for the "cost-of-living" item^
listed, the order requires the article itself

In other
words, the retailer gets the same percentage
margin on his new Item as he would get on
the comparable fast-selling item if he had

Manufacturers seeking to price a new arti
cle must apply to OPA, giving full Informa
tion. and then will be told how to calculate
the maximum price.
ADMINISTRATION

in the near future.

With reference to the posting of "ceiling

or the shelf, box, rack or counter to be
marked, or a price list posted for public
inspection. Maximum price is to be
stated as "Ceiling Price $
" or "Our
Ceiling $

Lines of certain mer

In order to administer the universal
ceiling, OPA has made extensive changes
in its organization. A Retail Trade and
Service Division has been established In
the Washington office. This Division

and dresses, may be posted by price-lines
in the store and, in addition, the actual
selling price (which may be lower than

will have responsibility for Ironing out
Irregularities in the ceiling at the retaU

article itself.

level and for working with retailers in

Control Act provides for violations of the

chandise, such as suits, coats, hosiery,

maximum price) must be marked on the

Penalties that the Emergency Price

the administration of the regulation. The

Administrator's regulations, orders, etc.,

present regional ofBces of the OPA situ

include fines of not more than $5,000 or 1
year's imprisonment, or both; civil suits
for treble damages (these suits may not
be brought until July 31, 1942); and re

ated In Boston, New York, Cleveland,
Atlanta, Dallas, Chicago, Denver and San

These two provisions are expected to
permit retailers to arrive readily at ceil

Francisco are being enlarged and a spe
cial staff has been stationed in every

ing prices for the great majority of their

regional ofBce to aid in organization for
the new program. In addition. State and
district offlces are being opened to decen

Article* not sold in March
To cover articles that were not sold during
March and had no offering price—such as a

the maximum price provisions of the or
der as applied to them go into effect.

OPA field office within 10 days.

open bargaining or one never Intended
to apply to a bona fide sale.

articles.

come licensed until July 1, 1942, when

Each store or busi
ness establishment must be registered
separately. Forms for this purpose will

Xrom a local drugstore wlU, if he has a
professional discount, continue to re
ceive the benefit of a lower maximum

censee who violates the regulation may,

Sellers of services at retail do not be

Inevitably, there will be a small number
of commodities which a seller will be unable

cost and multiply the percentage result by
the cost of the new article. The figure ob
tained will be the maximum price of the new

things:

the provisions of the price control law

"competitive seller" does not have, Item by
item, the same brands and grades of goods,
the seller seeking prices must apply the most

he charged during March 1942 for the

"Highest price charged" means two

REGISTRATION

March by his most closely competitive seller

the same general classification;

purchaser of the same class.

LICENSING AND

While on May 11 and 18, 1942, respec
tively, all wholesale and retail sellers of
commodities covered by the general
regulation or by any other outstanding
schedules or regulations of OPA are auto

of the same class.

take for his maximum the highest price
same commodity or service sold to a

next few weeks to those of the most com

pelling character.

tralize administration as widely as possi
ble.

The

process

of

decentralization

vocation of the seller's license for not
more than 12 months. All sellers are

subject to the criminal penalties, but only
those buyers who purchase OPA-regulated
commodities or services in the course
of trade or business.

★
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WHAT HOUSEWIVES SHOULD

Leam ceiling methods, talk to retailer

KNOW ABOUT PRICE CEILING

first when in disagreement, OPA urges

Q. When does the ceiling become effec
Patience and tolerance by the buying

tive?

A. 1. For goods sold at retail, the ceilings
apply on May 18.1942.
2. For services at retail, that is, ren
dered to the ultimate consumer, the

ceiling applies on July 1, 1942.

public—for which the price control pro
gram is being placed in operation—was
urged April 30 by the Office of Price
Administration.

Americans will recognize that the over

S. For sales by manufacturers, pro

all ceiling on prices is their protection

ducers and wholesalers, and services
rendered to an industrial consumer,

against the rising cost of living, Admin

the ceiling applies on May 11, 1942.

"Long-run success of the program re

quires the complete cooperation of the

A. No.

highest price at which each store sold

per can help by learning how price ceil
ings will operate and by showing patience

an article during March.

while a program so vast is getting under

The max

imum price will vary from store to
store just as prices varied from store
to store during March.

Q. How will the housewife know what
the maximum prices are?

A. The Regulation lists about 100 of the
most important groups of items in the
average family's cost of living. The
maximum prices of these items must

be displayed by any retailer selling
them after May 18.

Q. What about prices of goods that are
not on the cost-of-living list?

A. Until July 1, the housewife should ask
the storekeeper for his maximum

prices. After July 1, the retailer must
have a prepared statement of the
highest prices for all commodities or
services which he delivered or sup

plied during March.

This may be

examined by any one on request.

Q. What should the housewiJe do if she

consumer. The housewife and the shop

way. . . .

"Shoppers should realize that by the
18th of May every retailer must reprice
his merchandise in keeping with the

price regulations and after May 18 he
can not make sales above the ceiling.
This is a tremendous task, especially for
small merchants whose records may be
Incomplete.

"When disagreements arise, the shop
per and the seller should get together
see if they can not reach a common
understanding. Only after that has been
done and the shopper has facts to war
rant a conclusion that price regulations

are being violated should the matter be
reported to enforcement authorities."
An outline of the part the housewife
and shopper can play in making the
over-al] ceiling of prices effective was
contained in this three-point guide from
the OP A:

believes that she is required to pay
more than a storekeeper's maximum?
A. She should ask the storekeeper to ex

1. Before July 1: Educate yourself and
your neiuhbor on the price regulations

plain the price to her. If she still

and how they operate.

believes that she is required to pay

Don't try to be a price-policeman.
Leave the policing job to the Office of

more than his legal maximum, she

Price Administration.

should communicate the facts to
CPA's nearest War Price and Ration

start, prices will be under the closest

ing Board or its nearest local ofBce.
Q. How can the shopper obtain a record
showing what she paid so that she
can make positive comparison with
March prices?

A. Every store, when requested by a cus
tomer, must give a sales slip or re
ceipt showing the date, the name and
address of the store, the item sold,
and the price received.

Q. What articles are covered by price
ceilings?

A Practically every article used In the
life and work of America.

NOTE.—For an outline of the exceptions
to the ceiling, see pages 4 and &.

and to find substitutes.
★

★

*

istrator Henderson said.

Q. Will the ceiling prices be the same at
every store for the same article?
In general, the ceiling is the

3. For the long-run: Realize that you

have a personal responsibility to buy
only at or below the ceiling price. As
goods become scarce, get together with
your neighbors to help make the scarce
goods go farther, to pool delivery services,

From the very

surveillance by OPA, which will use
trained technicians of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics to check price trends.
2. After July 1; By this time War
Price and Rationing Boards—commit

tees of your neighbors—will be operating
and handling complaints. Know how
and wher® ^nd in what detail to report
violations.

unless construed inconsistent
Price ceilings which have been estab

lished by Territories and possessions of
the United States, through action of their
own legislative bodies, are to remain in
force unless and until they are construed
to be inconsistent with the purposes and

provisions of the Emergency Price Con
trol Act or regulations issued under the
authority of that act, Price Adminis
trator Henderson stated April 28.
★

★

*

Tin-coated iron and steel
scrap prices raised
Revised Price Schedule No. 4 for iron
and steel scrap has been amended to

provide an upward adjustment in the
price of bundles made exclusively of
tin-coated materials. Price Administra
tor Henderson announced April 28.
The amendment, which became effec
tive AprU 28, 1942, also adds a new re

quirement to the schedule with regard
to rail or vessel shipping notices and
stifTena the regulations on mixed ship
ments of scrap.

The amendment—titled Amendment
No. 3—increases by $4 per gross ton the

price of bundles made exclusively of tincoated material.

The former provision

priced such bundles at $8 per gross ton
below No. 2 dealers' bundles.

The reduction of the $8 per ton differ
ential to $4, OPA officials said, was made
to assure a more adequate supply.
★

*

*

The boards will sift com

plaints and make adjustments wherever
possible, but will turn special cases over
to OPA enforcement officials for final
action.

Meanwhile. OPA will train professional
shoppers to work with each War Price
and Rationing Board and police prices
in the area.

Territories' ceilings remain

RUBBER FOOTWEAR CEILINGS
Price Regulation No. 132,

effective May 11, establishes ceilings on
manufacturers* wholesale prices for

waterproof rubber footwear at the levels
that prevailed under volxmtary agree
ment during March.

★
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Rent control ordered for 302 more areas
in parts of 46 States, all of Puerto Rico
The 302 "defense-rental" areas desig
nated by OPA April 28 for rent control
(see p. 4) have a population of 76,000,000
people. The addition of these areas to
the 21 already named places rent control
over regions with a total of 86,000,000

January 1. 1941; Santa Barbara—Santa Bar
bara County—March 1. 1942; Vlsalla-Tulare—

Tulare County—March 1. 1942.

COLORADO:

March 1, 1942; Pueblo—Pueblo County
March 1. 1942,

CONNECTICUT: Bridgeport**—Area ex
tended; now includes all of Pairfleld County-

inhabitants.

The 323 areas now under control are

April 1, 1941; Hartford-New Britain**—Area
extended; now includes Counties of Hart

listed below. Each area is named by its
principal center of population or by the

ford. Middlesex and Tolland; and In the
County of New Haven, the towns of Merlden
and Walllngford-April 1. 1941; New Haven—

geographic name most common to the
section. Areas extend beyond the mu

In the county of New Haven, the towns of

Ansonla, Branford, Derby. East Haven, Gullford. Hamden, Madison, Milford, New Haven,
North Branford, North Haven, Orange, Sey
mour, West Haven and Woodbridge—April 1,

nicipal areas of the principal city or
cities within them and have been de
fined chiefly in terms of counties and

1941; New London—Counties of New Lon
don and Wlndham—April l, 1941; Water-

parishes. The date given in each case
is that whose rentals are recommended

bury**—Area extended; now includes Lltch-

fleld County and In the County of New Haven
the towns of Beacon Falls. Bethany, Chesh
ire, MiddJebury, Naugatuck, Oxford, Pros
pect, Southbury, Waterbury, and Wolcott

as the maximum.

ALABAMA: Annlston, Counties of Calhoun

and Cleburne—AprU l, 1941; Birmingham*—

April 1, 1941.

Jefferson County—April 1, 1941; Columbus
Ga.'—In RusseU County, Ala.. Election Pre

DELAWARE; Wilmington — New Castle
County, Del.; Salem County, N. J.—March 1

cinct One, including the City of Phenix City
and Muscogee Co., Ga.—January l

Colorado Springs—El Paso

County—March 1, 1942; Denver—Counties of
Adams, Arapahoo. Denver and Jefferson

1942.

1941*

FLORIDA: Banana River—Brevard CountyMarch 1, 1942; Fort Meyers—Lee County

pothan-Ozark—Counties of Dale and Hons-

ton—March 1, 1942; Qadsden^Etowah Connty—March 1, 1942: Huntsvllle—counties of
Limestone, Madison and Morgan—April 1
1941; Lannett—Chambers County March l'

March 1, 1942; Galnesvllle-Starke—Counties

of Alachua, Bradllord and Clay—January l,
1941; Hobe Sound-Stuart—Martin CountyMarch 1, 1942; Jacksonville—Diival County
April 1, 1941; Key West—Monroe County—
March 1, 1942: Orlando—Orange County

1942; Mobile*—Mobile County—April i 1941-'

Montgomery—Counties or Elmore and Mont
gomery-March 1, 1943; Muscle Shoala—
of Colbert and Lauderdale—April 1

March 1, 1942; Panama City—Bay County

March 1. 1942; Pensacola—EscambiaCountyMarch 1, 1942; Sebring—Highlands County—

1941; Selma—Dallas County—March 1, 1942-"
Tal adega—Counties of St. Claire. Shelby
Talladega—April 1. 1841; Tuskegee-Macon

Service station gasoline price

^chise and Santa Cruz—March 1. 1942-

1,

set at March level with

additions for East Coast

1942.

ARKANSAS: Benton-Bauxite—Saline
County—March l 1942; Blythevllle—Missis
sippi County—March 1, 1942; Camden—Coun
ties of Calhoun and Ouachita—March 1
1943; El Dorado—Union County—March 1.'
1942; Fort Smith—Sebastian Comity—March

Motor fuel prices at all service stations

throughout the country—with the excep
tion of 17 East Coast States and the Dis

1, 1942; Hope—Hempstead County—March 1

trict of Columbia—have been placed

194l"

under a ceiling based on the highest
prices charged by each individual seller
during March 1942, Price Administrator
Henderson announced April 28.
These price ceilings were established

1942; Little Rock—Counties of Lonoke and
PulaskI—March 1. 1942; MemphU, Tenn —
Crtttenden County, Ark.; Shelby Countv
Tenn.—March 1. 1942; Pine Bluff—Jefferson
County—March 1, 1942; Texarkana—Miller

"

County. Tex.—July 1.

CALIFORNIA: Bakersfield—Kern Countv
March 1. 1942; Chico—Butte County March
1, 1942; Fresno—Fresno County March l
1942; Lassen County—Lassen County March

by OPA in Maximum Price Regulation
No. 137. The new maximums become

1. 1942; Lemoore-Hanford—Kings County

effective May 18, 1942.

Angeles and Orange—March 1. 1942; Marys-

will be allowed to charge the highest
prices prevailing during March 1942, plus
0.4-cent per gallon in the case of gasoline

In the east coast area, service stations

March 1, 1942; Los Angeles—Counties of Los
vilIe-Yuba

City—Counties of Sutler and

Juba—March 1. 1942; Merced—Merced
County—March 1. 1942; Monterey Bay-

Counties of Monterey and Santa CruzMarch 1, 1942; Riverside—^Rlvers'de
County—March 1, 1943; San Bernardino—San

Bernardino County—March 1. 1942; San
Diego®*—Area Extended; now Includes all of
San Diego County—January l, i94i' San
Francisco Bay—Counties of Alameda, Contra
Costa, Marin, Napa, Sacramento, San Fran
cisco, San Joaquln, San Mateo. Santa CTara
Solano, Sonoma, and Tolo—March 1 1942'

San Luis Oblspo—San Luis Oblspo County-

J^^lparaiso —Okaloosa County —March l",

GEORGIA: Albany—Dougherty CountyMarch 1, 1942; Atlanta—Counties of Clayton

Cobb, De Kalb and Fulton—March 1. 1942;'
Augusta—Richmond County, Ga.; and Alken

County. S. C.—March 1, 1942; Chattanooga,

Tenn.—Counties of Catoosa, Dade and Wal
ker. Ga.; Bradley, Hamilton and Marion
Counties, Tenn.—March 1,1942; Coliunbus*—

Muscogee County, Ga.; in Russell County
Ala.; Precinct one. Including Phenix City-

January 1, 1941; Copperhill-McCaysvllle

Fannin County, Ga.; Polk County. Tenn.—
March 1, 1942; Hinesville—Liberty Countv
March 1, 1942; Macon—Counties of Bibb

Houston and Peach—April l, 1941; Moultrle—
Colquitt County—March 1, 1942; SavannahChatham County—March 1, 1942; Toccoa—
Stephens County- -March 1, 1942; Valdosta—
Lowndes County—March 1, 1942.

ILLINOIS; Burlington, la,**—Area ex^nded; now Includes Henderson County
ni,; Des Moines. Henry and Lee Counties!

la.—^anuary i, 1941; Chicago—Counties of
pQAo
w
Lakfr—March 1.

wm "
Orchard—Counties
and
WlUiamson—March
l, i942;of Jackson
Dixon—Lee
County —March l, 1942; Jollet —will
<3ountles of
Peorla and Tazewell—March 1, 1942;
Pike—

f fQ«

=

Mo,-March

ri'i
Cities—Rock Island Cotmty
1 iodo"/?",
Counties. la.—March
oUi
AdamsMo,—March
County, m.;1 Lewis
and Marion Counties,
1942County —March i.
Wlnnebago

Savanna—Carr^
County—March l, 1942; Sprlngfleld-DecaChristian, Logan, Macoa

^ngamond—March l, 1942; St. Louis
^ai7^n""o
® of Jefferson,
Monroe,
and St!
Clalr, m,. Counties
St. Charles

1 19^"

Mo.—March

and Martin-March 1, 1942; Clinton^ew-

Port Huachuca—Counties of

Phoenix-Salt River Valley—Counties of Gila
and Martcopa—March 1, 1942; Prescott-Flaestaff—Counties of Coconlno and Tavapai
March 1. 1942; Tucson—Plma Countv
March

March 1, 1942; Tallahassee—Leon County
March l. 1942; Tampa—Counties of Hillsborough, Pinellaa and Polk—March 1. 1942;

INDIANA: Bedford—Counties of Lawrence

County—March 1, 1943.

ARIZONA:

May 5, 1942

and 0.2-cent per gallon in the case of

Diesel fuel (used for heavy trucks, buses,

VermlllionMarch 1, 1942; Columbus—Counties
of Bartholomew and Brown—March 1, 1942; Conners-

County—March 1, 1942; Evans-

vlIle-Hendsrson—Vanderburgh County Ind •
Wayne—AHmt County—March l. 1942; GaryHammond—Lake County—March 1. 1942; Inciianapolis—Marion Comity—July i 1941 •
La Fayette—Counties of Fountain, TlppecaHenderson County, Ky—March 1. 1942- Fort

noe and Warren—March 1, 1943; La Pwte-

Michlgan City—Counties of La Porte and
Starke—April l, 1941; Louisville. Ky,—CounUes ofClark andFloyd, Ind,; Jefferson County
f'!;
Madison—Jefferson County'

Muncle-Anderson^untles of Delaware, Grant,
Howard and

Madison—March 1, 1942; South Bend*—
Counties of St. Joseph and Elkhart JanuHaute-Vlgo County-

IOWA: Burlington**-Area extended; now
includes Counties of Des Moines, Henry and
Lee la,: Henderson County. 111.—January l
1941; Cedar Rapids—Linn County March l'
1042; Des Moines—Polk County—March l'
1942; Omaha, Nebr,—Pottawattamle County'
la,; Douglas and Sarpy Counties, Nebr—
March 1, 1942; Quads Cities-Counties of
Clinton and Scott. la,; Rock Island County

111-—March 1, 1942: Waterloo—Black Hawk
County—March 1. 1943.

in this territory via ocean tanker now is
being moved by tank car. which is more

KANSAS: Baxter Springs—Cherokee
County, Kans.; Ottawa County. Okla. March
1. 1942; Junction City-Manhattan—Counties
of Geary and Riley—April 1, 1941;
City. Mo.—Counties of Johnson. Leavenworth
and Wyandotte, Kans.; Counties of CIsy, Jack-

expensive.

eon and Platte, Mo.—March 1,1942; Parsons

and boats). Due to abnormal war condi

tions, much gasoline customarily arriving

C

Labette County—July 1, 1941; Topeka-Lawrence—Counties of Douglas, Frankllo and

★
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Bhawnee—March 1.1942; Wichita*—Sedgwlck
County—July 1, 1941.
*
^
KENTUCKY; Cincinnati, Ohio—Counties ox
Boone Kenton and Campbell. Ky.: Counties
or Butler, Clermont, Hamilton and Warren.
Ohio—March 1. 1942; Evansvllle-Henderson—
Henderson County, Ky.; Vanderburgh County.

Ind.—March 1, 1942: Fort Knox—Counties of
Bullltt. Hardin and Meade—March 1. 1942.
Huallngton, W. Va.—Counties ot Boyd and
Greenup. Ky.; Counties ol CabeU and Wayne.
West Va.; and Lawrence County,Ohio—^Mwch
1 1942- Louisville—Jefferson County, Ky.;
Counties of Clark and Floyd, Ind.—July 1,
1941* Morganfleld—Union County—March l.
1942; Paducah—McCracken County—Marco 1,
1942; Richmond—Madison County—March 1,
1942

LOUISIANA: Alexandrla-Leesvllle—Beaureeard. Rapides, and Vernon Parishes—January

1 1941: Baton Rouge—East Baton Rouge and
West Baton Rouge Parishes—March 1. 1942;
Lake Charles—Caleasleu Parish—March 1,
1942; Minden—Webster Parish—July 1, 1941.

Monroe-Bastrop—Morehouse, Ouachlta, ana
Union Parishes-March 1,1942; NewOrleansJefferson, Orleans, and St. Bernard ParishesMarch 1. 1942; Shreveport—Bossierand Caddo
Parishes—March I, 1942.

MAINE: Bangor—Penobscot County—
March 1 1942; Bath—Lincoln and Sagadahoc

Counties—April 1, 1941; Portland—AndroscoEBin and Cumberland Counties—March l.

1942; Portsmouth. N. H.—Tork Coun^. Me.:

Rockineham and Strafford Counties, N. H.

March 1. 1942;

Fresque Isle—Aroostook

County—March 1, 1942.

MARYLAND; Baltimore***—City of Bal
timore and Anne Arundel. Baltimore, Car
roll Cecil. Harford, and Howard Counties-

April 1, 1941; District of Columbia Suburbs—
Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties,
Md• City of Alexandria and Counties of Ar
lington and Fairfax. Va.—January 1, 1941;
Haeerstown-Washington County—March 1,

1942; Indian Head—Charles County—March
1

1942

' MASSACHUSETTS: Eastern Massachugetts—Barnstable, Bristol, Essex, Middlesex.
Norfolk, Plymouth and Suffolk Counties
March 1 1942; Greenfield—Franklin County—
March 1, 1942; Pittsfleld—Berkshire Coun-

ty—March 1, 1942: Sprlngfleld—Hampden
and Hampshire Counties—March 1. 1942.

Worcester—Worcester

County—March

l,

1942

MICHIGAN: Adrian—Lenawee County—
March 1.1942; Detroit**—Areaextended; now
Includes Macomb. Oakland, Waslitenaw and

Wayne Counties—April 1, 1941: Fllnt-^eneeee County—March 1, 1942; Grand ^pldsMuskc-gon—Kent, Muskegon and 0"awa
Counties—March 1, 1942; Jackson—Jwkson
county—M-irch 1. 1942; Kalamazoo-Battle

Creek Calhoun and Kalamazoo CountiesMarch 1. 1942; Lansing—Clinton, Eaton, and

Ingham Counties—Mnrch 1, 1942; Niles Berriea County—April 1, 1941; Port Huron

6t Clalr County—March 1, 1942; SagmftwBav Cltv—Bay, Midland, and Saginaw Coun
ties—March 1, 1942; Toledo. Ohio—Monroe
County. Mich.; Lucas and Wood Counties,
Qhlo—March 1, 1942.
MINNESOTA; Duluth-Superlor — Carlton
and St. Louis Counties, Minn.; Douglas
County. Wis.—March 1, 1942; Mlnneapolis8t- Paul—Anoka, Dakota, Hennepln, Ramsey,
and Washington Counties—March 1, 1942.

MISSISSIPPI: Blloxl-Pascagoula—Harrison
and Jack&on Counties—April l, 1941; Colum
bus—Lowndes County —March 1, 1942,
Greenville—Washington County; March 1.
1942; Hattlesburg—Forrest County—April 1.
1941- Jackson—Hinds, Madison and Rankla
Counties—March 1, 1942; Meridian—Lauderdale County—March 1, 1942.
MISSOURI: Joplln-Neosho — Jasper and
Newton Counties—July 1,1941; Kansas City—

Clay, Jackson and Platte Counties, Mo.;

Johnson, Leavenworth and Wyandotte coxmtles, Kans. —March 1, 1942: Pike —Pike

County, Mo-: Pike County, m.—March 1.
1942; Quiiicy, HI.—Lewis and Marlon Coun
ties, Mo.; Adams County, 111.—March 1. 1942;

VICTORY ★

ADDITIONAL EXCEPTIONS
FROM GENERAL CEILING
Additional commodities and services

excepted from the provisions of the gen
eral maximum price regulation were an

nounced April 28 by Price Administrator
Henderson.

Supplementary Regulation No. 1 to the

general regulation, issued simultaneously
therewith, excludes from the master price
order the following:

1. All waste materials up to the level of
the industrial consumer.

2. Zinc. lead, and tin industrial residues.
3. Certain machines and parts manu

factured In the course ol subconuactlng—

Including certain machines and parts
flpeclally designed for war production use,
also services performed on materials fur
nished by the customer, which wlU result
in such machines.

4. Aittimony ore and concentrates.
6. Instrument Jewel bearings.

Supplemental Regulation No.1becomes
effective May 11, 1942.

Special situations in connection with
prices of all these commodities, as well
as services performed on materials fur
nished a subcontractor by the customer
led to the exceptions, officials of the OPA
stated.

Rolla-Waynesville— Laclede. Phelps and
PulaskI Counties—April I, 1941; SpringfieldGreene County—March 1, 1942; St. Louis—

City of St. Louis and Counties of Jefferson,

St Charles and St. Louis, Mo.; Madison, Mon
roe and St. Clalr Counties, m.—March 1.
1942.

MONTANA; Butte—Silver Bow County—

March 1, 1942,

NEBRASKA: Columbus — Butler, Coirax,
Platte and Polk Counties—March 1, 1942;
Grand Island—Hall County—March 1, 1942;
Lincoln—Lancaster County—March 1, 1942;
Omaha—Douglas and Sarpy Counties, Nebr.;
Pottawattamle County, la.—March 1. 1942;

Sidney—Cheyenne County—March 1, 1942;

Wahoo-Piemont—Dodge and Saunders Coun
ties—March 1, 1042.

NEVADA;

Las

Vegas—Clark

County-

March 1. 1942.

NEW HAMPSHIRE: Manchester—Hlllsbor-

ough County—March 1. 1942: Portsmouth—
Rockingham and Strafford Counties. N. H.;
York County, Me.—March 1. 1942: Sprlngfleld-V/lndsor, Vt.—Sullivan County, N. H.;

Windsor County. Vt.—March 1. 1942.
NEW JERSEY; Allentown-Bethlehem.

Pa—Warren County. N. J.; Northampton and

Lehlgh Counties, Pa.—March 1, 1942; Brldge-

March 1, 1942; Buffalo—Erie and Niagara
Cotmtlee—March 1. 1942; Elmira-Chemung
and Steuben Counties—March 1, 1942; Essex

County—Efesex County—March 1, 1942;
Jamestown—Chautauqua County—March 1.
1942- Massena—St. Lawrence County—AprU
1 1941; New York City—City of New York,
including the Boroughs of Bronx, Brooklyri.
Manhattan, Queens, and Richmond; and
Nassau Rockland, Suffolk and WestchesteT
Counties—March

1.

1942;

Poughkeepsie—

Dutchess, Orange and Ulster Counties
March 1, 1942: Rochester—Genesee. Monroe.
Orleans and Wayne Counties—March 1. 1942;

Schenectady**—Area extended, now Includes

Montgomery. Saratoga and Schenec>.ady
Counties—April 1. 1941; Seneca—Ontario,
Seneca and Yates Counties—March 1, 1942;

Sidney—Chenango, Delaware and Otsego
Counties—March 1. 1942; Syracuse—Cayuga,

Onondaga and Oswego Counties—March 1,

1942; Utica-Rome—Herkimer, Madison and
Oneida Counties—March 1, 1942; Watertown—Jefferson County—April 1, 1941.
NORTH CAROLINA: Charlotte—Mecklen
burg County—March 1, 1942; Durham—Dur
ham County—March 1,1942; Elizabeth City

Pasquotank—March 1. 1942; FayetteviUe

Cumberland and Hoke Counties—April 1.
1941- Greensboro—Gullford County—March
1, 1942; Jacksonville—Onslow County—March
1 1942' Mt. Alry-Elkln—Surry County—
March 1, 1942; New Bern—Carteret and Cra
ven Counties—March 1, 1942; Wilmington

New Hanover County—April 1, 1941.
OHIO: Akron**—Area extended; now in
cludes Medina ant Summit Counties—AprU
1 1941; Ashtabula—Ashtabula County^

March 1. 1942; Canton**—Area extended;
now Includes Stark and Tuscarawas Coun

ties—AprU 1. 1941; Cellna-St. Marys—Auglalze and Mercer Counties—March 1. 1942;
Cincinnati—ButJer, Clermont, Warren and
Hamilton Counties, Ohio; Boone. Campbell
and Kenton Counties, Ky.—March 1, 1942;
Cleveland**—Area extended; now Includes

Cuyahoga. Geauga and Lake Counties—July

1 1941; Columbus—Franklin County—March
l' 1942; Dayton—Champaign, Clark, Darke.

Greene, Miami. Montgomery oud Preble Coun

ties—April 1, 1941; Findlay-Fostorta—Han
cock and Seneca Counties-March 1, 1942;

Huntington. W, Va.—Lawrence County, Ohio;
CabeU and Wayne Counties, W. Va.; Boyd and
Greenup Counties, Ky.—March 1. 1942;

Lima—Allen County—March 1. 1942; Lorain-

Elyrla—Loraln County—July 1, 1941: Ma

rlon—Marlon County—March 1, 1942: Point
Pleasant-Galllpolis, W. Va.—Gallla County.

Ohio; Mason County, W. Va.—March 1. 1942:
Ravenna*—Portage County—April 1. 1941;
Sandusky-Port Clinton—Erie, Huron. Ottawa
and Sandusky Counties—March 1. 1942; Tojecio—Lucas and Wood Counties. Ohio: Mon
roe County, Mich.—March 1. 1942; WheellngSteubenvlJle. W. Va.—Belmont, Columbiana
and Jefferson Counties, Ohio; Brooke. Han
cock MarshaU, Ohio and Wetzel Counties.
W. Va.—March 1, 1942; Youngstown-Warren" Mahonlng and Trumbull Counties—
April 1, 1941.

OKLAHOMA: Baxter Springs, Kans.—Ot
tawa County, Okla.; Cherokee county, Kans.—
March 1.1942; Choteau—Craig, Mayes, Rogers,

ton-MUlvllle—Cumberland County — March

and Wagoner Counties—March 1.1942; Enid—

1, 1942; Northeastern New Jersey—Bergen,
F-isPX, Hudson. Middlesex, Monmouth, Mor
ris. Passaic, Somerset, and Union Counties—
March 1, 1942; Phlladelphla-Camdcn—Bur

Muskogee County—March 1. 1942: Okla
homa City—Oklahoma County-March 1.
1042; Paris. Tex.—Choctaw. Okla.; Lamar

lington. Camden and Gloucester Counties,
N. J.; Bucks, Chester. Delaware, Montgom

ery and Philadelphia Counties, Pa.—March 1,
1942; Trenton—Hunterdon and Mercer
Counties—March l, 1942; Wilmington, Del.—
Salem County. N. J.; New Castle County.
Del.—March 1, 1942.

NEW

MEXICO:

Albuquerque—Bernalillo

County—March 1, 1942; RosweU—Chaves
County—March 1, 1942; Silver Clty-Lordsburg—Grant and Hidalgo Cou'»tIes—March
1, 1942.

NEW

YORK:

Albany-Troy—Albany and

Bep&selaer Counties—March 1, 1942; Blnghamton—Broome

and

Tioga

Counties—

Garfield County—March 1, 1942; Lawton—
Comanche County—April 1.1941; Muskogee—

Coxmty, Tex.—March 1. 19'12; Tulsa—Creek,

O'aee, and Tu!sa Counties—March 1. 1942.
bREGON: Astoria—Clatsop County—March
1 1942" Corvallls—3enton and Linn Coun
ties-March 1. 1942: Medford—Jackson

County—March 1, 1842; Pecdleton—Umatslla
County—March 1. 1942; Portland-Van
couver—Clackamas. Multnomah, and Wash

ington Counties,Oreg.; ClarkCounty.Wash.—

March 1. 1942.

PENNSYLVANIA: Allentown-Bethlehem—

Lehlgh and Northampton Counties, Pa.;
(Continued on page 10)
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nosba. Milwaukee, Racine and Waukesha—
March I, 1942; Oshkosh-Fond du Lac—

Rent control ordered for 302 more areas

Counties of Fond du Lac and Winnebago—

houQ, Jackson, and Matagorda Counties—

(Continued from page 9)

March 1,

1942; Midland-Odessa—Ector and

Warren County, N. J.—March 1.1942; Altoona-

Midland Counties—March 1, 1942; Mineral

Johnstown—Blalr,

Wells—Palo Pinto and Parker Counties—Jan

Cambria,

Counties—March 1. 1942;

and

Somerset

Chambersburg—

Pranklln County—March 1. 1942; Erie—Erie

uary 1, 1941; Paris—Lamar County, Tex.;
Cboctaw County, Okla.—March 1, 1942; San

berland. Dauphin, Lebanon, and Perry Coun

Angelo—Tom Green County—March 1, 1942;
San Antonio—Atascosa, Bandera, Bexar,

ties—March

Comal, Guadalupe, Kendall. Medina, and Wil<

County—March
1.

1,

1942;

1942;

Harrlsbuig—Cum

Lancaster-Tork—Lan

caster and York Counties—March 1. 1942;

son Counties—March 1, 1942; Sherman-Den-

Meadvlile-TltusvlUe—Crawford and Venango

ison—Grayson County—March 1, 1942; Tex-

Counties—March 1, 1942; Milton—Montour,

Northumberland. Snyder, and Union Coun
ties—March 1, 1942; Philadelphla-Camden—
Bucks. Chester, Delaware. Montgomery, and
Philadelphia
Counties.
Pa;
Burlington,
Camden, and Gloucester Counties, N. J.—
March 1, 1942; Pittsburgh—Allegheny. Arm
strong. Beaver. Butler, Fayette, Greene. Law
rence, Washington, and Westmoreland Coun

ties—March

1,

1942;

Reading—^Berks

County—March 1,
1942; Scranton-Wllkes
Barre—Carbon, Columbia, Lackawanna, Luzerne, and Schuylklll Counties—March 1,

arkana—Bowie County. Tex.; MUler County,

UTAH: Provo — Utah County — Marcb 1,

1942; Salt Lake Clty-Ogden—Salt Lake. Davis,

1,

SOUTH CAROLINA; Augusta, Ga.—Aiken
County, S. C.; Richmond County, Ga.—March
1. 1942; Beaufort—Beaufort County—March
1. 1942; Charleston—Charleston and Dorch

ester Counties—March 1. 1942; Columbia—

Calhoun, Lexington and Richland Counties—
March

1,

1942;

Greenville — Greenville

County—March 1. 1942; Greenwood—Green

wood County—March 1, 1942; Spartanburg—
Cherokee, Spartanburg and Union Counties—

March 1, 1942; Sumter—Sumter County—
March 1, 1942.

SOUTH DAKOTA: Provo-Hot Springs—
Fall River County—March l.' 1942; Rap;d
Clty-Sturgls—Lawrence, Meade and Pennington Counties—Marcb 1, 1942.

Dade and Walker Counties, Ga.—March 1,

1942; Clarksvtlle — Montgomery County—
March 1. 1942; Columbia—Maury County—
March I, 1942; Copperhlil-McCaysvllle—
Polk County, Tenn.; Fannln County, Ga.—
March

1.

1942;

Jackson-MUan-Humboldt—

Carroll. Gibson and Madison Counties—Jan
uary 1. 1941;

Knoxvllle—Blount and Knox

Counties—March I, 1942; Memphis—Shelby
County; Tenn.; Crlttenden County, Ark.—
March 1, 1942; Nashville—Davidson County—
March I, 1942; Paris—Henry County—March
1. 1942; Tullahoma—Bedford, Coffee, Frank
lin Lincoln and Moore Counties—January
1, 1941.

TEXAS:

Abilene—Callahan,

Jones

and

Taylor Counties—April l. 1941; Amarillo—
Potter
Hays,

County—March
Travis

and

1.

1942;

Williamson

Austin—
Counties-

March 1, 1942; Bastrop—Bastrop County—
March 1, 1942; Beaumcnt-Port Arthur—Jef

1942.

urbs—Alexandria and Counties of Arlington
and Fairfax, Va.; Montgomery and Prince

Georges Counties.

Md.-^anuary 1, 1941;

Hampton Roads*—Cities of Hampton, New
port News. Norfolk, Portsmouth and South
Norfolk; Elizabeth City County; In Norfolk

County, Magisterial Districts of Deep Creek,
Tanners Creek, Washington and Western
Branch; in Princess Anne County, the Magis
terial Districts of Kempsvlile and Lynnhaven;

in the County of Warwick the Magisterial
District of Newport—April 1, 1941: King
George County—King George County—MHrch

1, 1942; Petei-sburg—city of Petersburg; and
Dlnwiddle and Prince George Counties—April
1. 1941;

Quantlco—City of Predericksburg;

and Prince William and Stafford Counties—

March 1.1942; Hadford-Pulaskl—City of Radford; and Montgomery and Pulaskl Coun
ties—April 1, 1941; Richmond—City of Rich
and Chesterfield and Henrico Coun-

ties—March 1. 1942; Yorktown—City of WilUamsbiirg; James City and Tork Counties;
and in the County of Warwick, Magisterial
Districts of Denbigh and Stanley—March 1,
1942.

WASHINGTON: Bellingham — Whatcom
County—March 1, 1942; Everett—Snohomish

County—March 1. 1942; Island County—Is
land County—March 1, 1942; Long VlewKelso—CowIJtz—March

1,

1942;

Pasco—

Franklin County—March 1, 1942; Port Angeles-Port Townsend—Counties of Clallam and

ver, Ore.—Clark County. Wash.; and Coun
ties of Clackamas, Multlnomah and Wash

ington, Ore.—March 1. 1942; Puget Sound'—
Kitsap County and those parts of the coun
ties of King and Pierce lying west of tlie
Snoqualmie National Forest—April 1. 1941;
Spokane—Spokane County—March 1, 1942;
Walla Walla—Walla Walla County—March 1,
1942.

WEST

VIRGINIA:

Charleston—Kanawha

Brownwood—Brown, Coleman and Comenche

County,

Counties—January 1, 1941; Corpus Chrlsti—
Nueces and San Patriclo Counties—March 1,
1942; El Paso—El Paso County—April l, 1941;

Greenup—March 1, 1942; Morgantown—
Counties of Marlon and Monongaila—April

ties of Cabell and Wayne, W. Va.; Lawrence

O.:

and

Counties of

Boyd

and

1. 1941; Point Pleasant-Galllpolis—Mason
County, W. Va.; Gallla County, Ohio.—March
1. 1942; Wheeling-Steubenville—Counties of

County—March 1, 1942; Houston-Galveston—

Brooke, Hancock. Marshall, Ohio and Wetzel,

Brazorla, Chambers, Galveston. Harris, and

W. Va.; Counties of Belmont Columblana
and Jefferson. Ohio.—March 1, 1942.
WISCONSIN:
Beloit - JanesvUle—Rock

Liberty Counties—March

l. 1042;

Kllleen-

1. 1942; Lower Rio Grande Valley—Cam?ron,
Hidalgo, and Willicy Counties—March 1, 1942;

Coimty—March 1, 1942; Duluth, Superior

Lubbock—Lubbcek County—March 1. 1942;

Counties, Minn.—March 1. 1942; Madison—

Marfa—Presidio County—March 1.1942; Marfihall—Harrison. Marlon, and Upjhur Coun
ties—Marcb X, 1942; Matagorda Bay—Cal-

★

★

20 "defense-rental" areas to

Investigation of housing rents In the

20 "defense-rental" areas designated
March 2 (see Victory, March 10) will be
undertalien at once to determine whether
Federal recommendations for the reduc
tion and stabilization of rents have been
met. Price Administrator Henderson
announced April 28.

Administrative offices will be opened
on or about May 15 In areas where sur
veys show that recommendations have
not been complied with, and in these
areas Federal regulation will take effect
with June rents.

The 20 areas follow:

Bridgeport.
Conn.;
Hartford-New
Britain. Conn.; Waterbury, Conn.; Schenectady, N. Y.; Birmingham, Ala.; Mo

bile, Ala.; Columbus, Ga.; Wilmington,
N. C.: Hampton Roads, Va., area; De
troit, Mich.; Akron, Ohio; Canton, Ohio;
Cleveland,
Ohio;
Ravenna,
Ohio;
Youngstown-Warren,
Ohio;
South
Bend. Ind.; Burlington, Iowa; Wichita.
Kans.; San Diego. Calif.; Puget Sound,
Wash., area.

Jefferson—March 1, 1942; Portland-Vancou

County—March 1. 1942; Huntlngton—Coun

Tempte—Bell and Coiyell Counties—March

★

with OPA recommendations

VERMONT; Burlington—Chlttenden Coun

ty—March 1, 1942; Sprlngfleld-Windsor—
Windsor County, Vt.; Sullivan County, N. H.—

ferson and Orange Counites—April 1, 1941;
Bonham—Fannin County—March 1, 1942;

Fort Worth-Dallas — Dallas and Tarrant
Counties—March 1, 1942; Gainesville—Cooke

•"Announced April 2, 1942.

be checked for compliance

mond;

TENNESSEE: Chattanooga—Bradley, Ham
ilton and Marion Countiss. Tenn.; Catoosa.

'Announced Marcb 2, 1942.

• 'Extended; originally announced March 3.
1942.

1942.

VIRGINIA: Blackstone—Nottoway Coun
ty—Marcli 1, 1942; District of Columbia Sub

Point—Washington County~March

sion In entirety—March 1. 1942.

Morgan, and Weber Counties—Marcb 1, 1942:
Tooele-Wendover—Tooele County—March 1,

March 1,

1942.

PUERTO RICO: Puerto Rico—^Tbe posses

ty—March 1. 1942; Waco—McLennan Coun>

ty—March 1, 1942; Wichita Falls—Wichita
County—March 1, 1942;

1942; Sharon-Farrell—Mercer County—April
1. 1941; Wllllamsport—Lycomlng County—

set

WYOMING: Cheyenne—Laramle County—
March 1, 1942.

Ark.—July 1, 1941; Victoria—Victoria Coun

March 1, 1942.

RHODE ISLAND: Newport—New County—
March 1, 1942; Providence—Bristol, Kent and
Providence Counties—March 1, 1942; Quon-

March 1. 1942; Sparta—Monroe CountyMarch 1, J942; Sturgeon Bay—Door County—
March 1, 1942.

Douglas County. Wls.; Carlton and St. Louis
Counties of Columbia, Dane and Sauk—March

1. 1942;

Manltowoc—^Manltowoc County—

March 1, 1942; Milwaukee—Counties of Ke-

*

★

★

Five percent rise granted for
original auto, truck tires
Following a study of tire companies'
operating experience in January and
February of this year by OPA. Adminis
trator Henderson has established maxi
mum prices on original equipment tires
and tubes for automobiles and trucks al
lowing 5 percent increases over levels that
prevailed throughout 1941.

Maximum Price Regulation No. 119,
which establishes the new ceiling, was ef
fective as of April 27.
Prices on original tires and tubes for
farm equipment are not to be advanced
and will continue at the 1941 levels.

★
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All rented living quarters in
Federally controlled towns must

be registered, OPA rules
Registration of all rented dwelling ac
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Solid fuel prices put under ceiling for
over 45,000 retailers and wholesalers
Maximum

prices

which

may

commodations will be required in cities

salers and retailers of all solid fuels were

and towns that are brought under Fed
eral rent control, Price Administrator
Henderson announced April 29 in making

15-31, 1941, period through issuance by

public the text of OPA's Proposed Maxi
mum Rent Regulations covering dwelling
units other than hotels and rooming
houses.

Scope of registration
The registration wiU be made by land
lords at a local rent administi-ator's office

to cover houses, apartments, trailers, and
ail other property which Is rented for
living quarters. A similar registration
will be required of persons operating ho
tels and rooming houses. Regulations
covering hotels, rooming and boarding
houses will be issued shortly.

Implementing the Emergency Price
Control Act, the regulations, not yet in
effect in any area, prescribe the methods
of rent control by the OPA. They will
become effective only on specific order
from Mr. Henderson, and only in pre
viously designated war-rental areas
where, after a 60-day period, a finding
is made that recommendations for sta
bilizing rents have not been met.
At the end of the 60-day period, the
OPA makes an investigation to determine
if rents have been brought in line with
the Price Administrator's recommenda
tions. If they have not, an area rent
director is appointed, a local administra
tive office is opened, and the regulations
for the area are issued. After the effec
tive date of the regulations, tenants in
the area are to pay the rent fixed by
Mr. Henderson.

In addition to the Registration State
ment by landlords, the regulations cover
such points as leases, evictions, services,
new construction, substantial alterations,

adjustments, special relationships be
tween tenant and landlord, off-season

rentals, violations and evasions, and
penalties.
★

★

★

Hotels asked not to raise war
workers' rates in Derby Week

2. If the maximum price cannot be es
tablished as stated above, the maximtun

be

price shall be the same"es specified In the
last price circular, list or schedule Isuied
by the same person on or before December
31, 1941, and in effect for any portion of the

charged by the more than 45,000 whole
established formally April 30 at the high
est levels prevailing in the December

December 15-31. 1941. period;

3. If neither of the above two
can be used, the maximum price
the "average price" obtained by
the aggregate of prices charged by

Price Administrator Henderson of Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 122. Pre

viously, Informal agreements, subject to
some exceptions, had held prices at this

dealer during the period December 15-j^l.
1941, by the tonnage sold, on sales of tBe
same price size and quality of fuel, similar
quantities and under the same terms and

level.

conditions of delivery.

4. If none of the above methods can be

The regulation will become effective

used, the maximum price shall be the maxi
mum price specified by any dealer of the

May 18, the effective date of the general

same general character and In the same gen
eral locality, either in an advertisement

maximum price regulation, and will cover
all sales of solid fuels in any quantity
excepting sales at mines or preparation
plants. Sales of the latter types are

placed between October 1 and December

31. 1941 or a circular issued on or before
December 31. 1041.

The regulation stipulates that the dealer

shall aUow deductions from his price of cash

covered in other regulations issued pre

and quantity discounts which he permitted
during any part of the December 15-31, 1941
period Charges for special services shall

viously.

Dealers to be licensed
Plans were being formulated by OPA

not exceed those for similar services during
the December 15-31, 1941 period.
★

in conjunction with the RFC to make this

program effective, particularly as regards

asked by Price Administrator Henderson
to make no increase in rates during
Derby Week for Government employees
residing in hotels and engaged in the war
effort.

under OPA maximum
Coincident with the issuance of the gen

will be licensed as in the case of persons

eral maximum price regulation April 28
Price Administrator Henderson estab

subject to the general price regulation.
The dealers also are required to post
the maximum price per ton of all solid
fuels offered for sale.

"Solid fuels" quoted
The term "solid fuels," as used in the

regulation, means all solid fuels with
the exception of wood and wood prod
ucts. It includes all anthracite, semianthracite, semibltuminous, bituminous,
subbituminous, and cannel coal; lignite,
all coke, including low-temperature coke
and petroleum coke (except byproduct
foundry and blast-furnace coke, and bee
hive oven-furnace coke produced in
Pennsylvania), briquettes made from
coke and coal, and sea coal used for
foundry facings.

lished maximum prices for bituminous
coal sold at mines or preparation plants at
levels which will permit the industry a
realization somewhat higher than during
the October 1-15,1941 period. The regu
lation—Maximum Price Regulation No.
120—becomes effective May 18.1942.
Maximum prices at the mines, estab

lished by the Price Regulations are set
forth in 22 appendices covering specifi
cally mine operations in the 22production
districts set up under the Bituminous Coal
Act of 1937 and under which the opera
tors are observing minimum prices es
tablished by the Bituminous Coal Division
of the Department of the Interior.
In determining these maximum prices

at the mines. OPA gave consideration not

The maximum prices provided In ap

only to the October 1941 price levels, but

pendix A are:

1 The price specified la any advertise
ment inserted In newspapers or other pub
lications In the same locality between Octo
ber 1. and December 31. 1941, and in effect
during any portion of the period of De
cember 16-31, 1941. This must be the price
a. The same size, kind and quality oi

col id fuel;

b. In quantities taking the same price per

ton;

c. To purchasers ot the same general
.

d. By the same method of delivery; and
e. Under the aame terms of delivery.

*

or preparation plant put

rising above the December 15-31 level.
All dealers covered by the regulation

c3oss;

★

Soft coal prices at mine

the New England area, by taking care of
Increases in transportation costs in such
manner as to prevent retail prices from

so specified for the sale of:

Hotel operators in Louisville, Ky.. were

methods
shall_ be
dividing
the same

also to increased costs of production
which the industry stated it has incurred
since that time.

Lower prices than Ihe established
maximums may be charged, provided
that nothing in the regulation shall be
deemed to authorize code member pro
ducers or distributors to make sales or
deliveries at prices lower than the effec
tive minimum prices set frcm time to
time by the BituminousCoalDivision.

★
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Cotton and rayon finished piece goods
prices lowered by permanent ceilings

PROCESSING CEILINGS
Ceilings for figures to be calculated as

Converters' and wholesalers' prices of
"finished" piece goods made of cotton,

The regulation became effective May
4. and Is applicable to all deliveries and

rayon and their mixtures were placed

all contracts made on and after that

under a formal OPA price regulation
April 28 at substantially lower levels than

date regardless of the terms of existing

the

The regulation also replaces Tempo
rary Maximum Price Regulation No, 10,
and, in practical effect, reduces the maxImiims which were temporarily "frozen"
at the levels prevailing between last
March 7 and 11. When the "quick

temporary

ceilings

imposed

last

March.
At

the

same

time

Administrator

Hfenderson, in a companion order, es
tablished maximum charges which con

verters may obtain for their costs of
transforming "grey" goods into finished
textiles,

through

such

processes

as

bleaching, dyeing, napping, printing or
mercsriztng.

Broad effect on consumer

contracts.

freeze" order was issued on March 13,

OPA officials pointed out that it was
for the purpose of stopping further ad
vances pending the issuance of a per
manent regulation. At that time, Act
ing Price Administrator Hamm asserted
that "there is no justification for the
rapid rise In the price of finished goods

These two regulations—one establish
ing the margin which a converter may
charge to cover his overhead and profit

since basic costs of converters selling

and the other setting forth what his

such goods have been relatively stable."

costs for processing shall be—are among

Pro6t based on coits

the broadest yet issued affecting prices

of cotton and rayon textiles as they
reach the consumer.

Byst«m

These five costs are:

1. The basic cost of the "grey" goods
from which the finished piece goods are
produced;
2. The cost of freight for transporting

outstanding

quotation

during

maximum price is the highest quotation

in the thirty days Immediately preceding.
If a

processor cannot determine his

maximums under the foregoing provi
sions. his ceiling charge is a price in line
with the maximum of the most nearly

ministration on or before June 20, 1942.

when the finishing process stretches the

goods, a deduction from grey goods cost

ail purposes.

the grey goods to the finishing plant;
3. The actual "working allowances."

fied cost items.

These cost items are

stabilized by grey goods ceilings already
in elfect and by Maximum Price Regula

cases where there is a "working gala"

"Finished" piece goods under Regula
tion No. 127 include items ranging from

highest

that period for such service. If he had
no such quotation outstanding, then his

Persons filing may request approval by
OPA of such prices as being in line with
the general levels prevailing in the base
period. If OPA approves such specific
prices, they are then considered to be
the maximum prices of that person for

due to the shrinkage in yardage resulting

15. 1942.

particular service during the base period.
In such an event, his maximum is his

Provision is made in the regulation for
reporting maximum prices for each par
ticular process to the Office of Price Ad

The five

the converter above the sum of his speci

basis of prices charged for each partic

The regulation carries a provision for
a processor who made no contract for a

margins above their direct costs.

127—Finished Piece Goods—the method

ular service between March 16 and April

period.

comparable processing service rendered

to prevent obvious abuses of a "cost plus"

tion No. 128—Processing Piece Goods—
which is issued simultaneously covering
the various finishing operations on the

tween March 16 and April 15. 1942, in
clusive. In no event, however, may any
processor's prices be above the general
levels of prices of processing piece goods
prevailing during the established base

by him during the March 16-April 15
period.

cost elementa are carefully defined In detail

general, the regulation provides maximiun margins which may be charged by

tracted for by each processor for each
particular service during the period be

Tlie metbod of controlling prices for the
finished piece goods covered by Regulation
No. 127 Is through the control of converters"

"Under Maximum Price Regulation No.
of determining ceilings for "finished"
piece goods is set forth in detail. In

processing costs for rayon, cotton and
mixed piece goods, established under
Regulation No. 128, are the prices con

from the finishing process.

In some

must be made;

4. The cost of finishing, and

5. The cost of "put-up." which rep
resents the packaging by the finisher.
To determine the converter's margin above
these direct costs, the sum of these five itema

Is divided by a "division factor" which re
sults in a price higher than the total of the
five cost items. The gross margin thus pro
vided covers overhead and profit.
★

★

★

*

★

★

A-2 for agricultural bag
fabrics to cover more uses
Order M-107. which assigns a prefer
ence rating of A-2 to purchase orders

plain bleached fabrics used for such
products as sheets and shirts; plain dyed
numbers used for linings, dress material,
and underwear; and goods printed in

Because a maximum price regulation

their wide variety of colors, patterns and

establishing celling prices for wool waste

styles for cretonnes and other fabrics
such as those used by dress and clothing

term "wool" has been redefined by an

commodities for which such agricultural
bags may be used. They are shellfish,
hops, brewers malt, tobacco and nursery

manufacturers as well as home dress

amendment to Revised Price Schedule

stock, ground poultry grit, manufactured

makers.

No. 58.

The regulation does not apply

to sales at retail.

Sell to clothing manufacturers

TERM "WOOL" REDEFINED

materials became effective April 28, the

Under Amendment No. 1. effec

by bag manufacturers for cotton fabrics
suitable for "Agricultural Bags," has been
amended

to include

a

few

additional

and natural abrasive grain, and metal

tive April 28, wool waste, clips and rags
and reworked wool of ail grades and mix

parts.

tures are eliminated from the definition

brought within the definition of agricul
tural bags, so that osnaburg may be

Converters, affected by the April 28
provisions, usually buy "unfinished" grey

of wool.

goods from mills, have them styled and

{Raw and Processed Wool Waste Ma

finished, and then sell them to apparel
manufacturers or to retailers as piece
goods.

terials) replaces Price Schedule 58 insofar

Maximum Price Regulation No. 123

Cotton picking sacks and sheets are

used as a substitute for duck.

The

list

of

sheeting

constructions

specified in the order as being suitable

as the latter applies to wool waste mate

for agricultural bags is enlarged to in

rials.

clude one additional construction.

★
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Sliding scale forcotton goods

Ceiling put on wool waste, most

pegged on March spot basis

important substitute in making clothes

Price Administrator Henderson April

29 gave further assurance to the Ameri
can people that the cost of cotton goods
items in their wardrobes would be sta
bilized at March 1942 levels by freezing
the ceiling price at which manufacturers
and wholesalers may sell virtually all
tjT3es of cotton goods and cotton yarns.

Ceiling prices for raw and processed
wool waste materials, the most important
available substitutes for virgin wool in
men's and women's clothing and other
articles, were established by Maximum
Price Regulation No. 123, effective April
28.

Sixprice schedules affected

Six classes covered

Supplementing the General Maximum
Price Regulation, the Administrator is
sued amendments to 6 price schedules

Specific dollars and cents prices set in
the April 27 order cover 2,865 items under
Bix general classifications of raw wool

applying to cotton products. These
changes peg the previous sliding-scale

waste materials.

"textile" ceilings on the basis of a "spot"

Tliese are wool waste
(wool fibers recovered during manufac
turing processes), new wool clips (trim

cotton price of 20.37 cents per pound.

mings from garments), knitted wool clips,

This represents the highest quotation
registered for actual cotton sold at the
ten leading southern terminal markets

graded old wool rags, mixed old wool rags
and goverrmient new wool clips. The
maximum prices are based on levels which
prevailed during October 1 to 15, 1941.
For processed wool waste materials,
wliich comprise clips, etc., cleaned and

during March 1942.

The Administrator emphasized that, if
the objectives of the General Regulation
are to be attained, "it is evident that cot
ton yarns and textiles must not be al
lowed to advance beyond the highest
prices attained In March."

"Sliding scales" eliminated
The April 29 action,, which is designed
to prevent wholesale prices from creep
ing up on retail prices, was taken only
after exhaustive OPA cost studies showed
that the ceilings determined for cotton

yarn and textUe prices are ample to sat
isfy the agricultural commodity require

reduced to a fibrous condition, a price

formula is designed to allow processors a
margin generally equal to the amount

they received for their services and ma
terials during the base period of October
1 to December 15. 1941.

Supersedes previous provisions
The new regulation supersedes those

provisions of Revised Price Schedule No.

In eliminating "sliding-scales." Mr.
Henderson pointed out that "the essen

58 as amended (Wool and Wool Tops and
Yarns) that applied to wool waste ma
terials. Under the previous provisions,
individual maximum prices were deter
mined at the highest prices received by
each seller of these products during Oc

tial point to be observed here is that the

tober l-December 15.

ments of the Emergency Price Control
Act of 1942.

ceilings now being imposed on cotton
textiles are amply high to permit raw

cotton prices to rise above any levels

specified in Section 3 (a) ('the agricul
tural section')."

Before taking the April 29 action, OPA
studies of costs, mill margins and earn
ings revealed that mills could pay con

siderably above the levels specified In
Section 3 (a) and still earn a substantial

profit on the great majority of cotton
goods constructions.

The schedules covered by the April 29
amendments, which became effective

May 4. 1942. are: No. 7—Combed Cotton
Yarns; No. 11—Fine Cotton Grey Goods;
No. 33—Carded Cotton Yarns; No. 35—
Carded Grey and Colored-Yarn Cotton

Goods; No. 89—Bed Linens; and No.
118—Cotton Products.

While the original schedule did not ex
pressly forbid a purchaser to pay more
than the individual ceilings, the April 27
order specifically applies both to buyers
and sellers of these wool waste materials.

Greatly increased demand

ing down costs of woolen goods to manufac
turers and should stabilize costs of clothing
to consumers . .

Based on extensive study
In determining the specific maximum
prices for the various types and grades
of raw wool waste materials, OPA offi

cials studied price reports from some 200
firms and reports of several thousand
transactions

submitted

by

producers,

dealers, processsors and consumers. The
ceilings provided are based on tabula
tions of these reports.

Classifications of types, kinds and
grades of wool waste materials and price
differentials between classes have been
used in the regulation to embody, so far
as practicable, existing trade practices.

Price basis
Prices set are on a net weight basis
for wool waste and knitted wool clips
in accordance with the usual trade prac
tice. For new wool clips, old rags and
Government clips, the prices allowed are
on a gross weight basis with a provision
that tare is not to exceed 5 percent, as
Is the customary practice.

Discounts may be allowed by sellers
at prices less than the maximums.
Maximum prices for rough cloth and
overcoats are established on a basis to
encourage their use in the manufacture

of processed wool and waste materials.
Mr. Henderson expressed the hope
that all holders of wool rags, waste and

clips would sell these materials to deal
ers, sorters, shoddy manufactures or
consuming mills.

"With

the

imposition

of

ceilings,

hoarding operations will not result In
hoarders obtaining higher prices," he
said.
★

*

*

Sales of imported nickel scrap
not to exceed domestic ceilings

The wool fiber which is reclaimed or

processed from wool rags or clips is com
monly known as "shoddy." Proper mixing
of shoddy with new wool often produces a
cloth which is equal in appearance, color
and serviceability to cloth made of me
dium grades of new wool.
Price Administrator Leon Henderson
said:

An amendment requiring imported
nickel-bearing scrap and secondary ma
terials to be sold at not more than the
maximum prices provided for domestic

scrap was announced April 29 by Price
Administrator Henderson.

In the past, import charges under the
law could be passed on to the ultimate
consumer.

Inasmuch as restrictions have been placed
on the volume of virgin wool allocated to the

woolen industry for civilian use, the need for
these waste materials has been heightened.
The celling prices will thus be helpful In hold

The measure—titled Amendment No.
1 to Revised Price Schedule No. 8 on
nickel scrap—became effective April 28.

★
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Ceiling prices set on makers' sales
affecting hundreds of paper items
Maximum prices at which manufac
turers can sell many varieties of con

verted paper products and industrial
papers are established at levels which
prevailed late in 1941 in Maximum Price
Regulation No. 129 announced April 29
by Price Administrator Henderson with
the General Maximum E>rice Regulation.

lished by the regulation for the follow
ing: (1) self-opening (automatic) kraft
grocer's bag; (2) resale book matches;
(3) unprinted single weight crepe paper

In folds, and (4) standard kraft bag
paper and three grades of wrapping

The regulation, effective May 11, 1942,
fixes manufacturers' maximum prices for

hundreds of paper items. Some prices
are based on levels prevailing during the

kraft bag paper and

reference to differentials on sales and

deliveries during the period from Oct.
1-15, 1941.
The maximum manufacturer's deliv

25/5's discount from standard list price.

ber 1-15, 1941, period, and for a few other
commodities specific prices have been set

(The zones defined in the order are those

generally used by the trade for pricing

forth.

purposes.)
The manufacturer's maximum deliv

found

that

the

prices established by the regulation are
fair and equitable.
Covered by the regulation are:
Waxea paper; envelopes; paper cups, paper

ered price for resale book matches is
$3.60 per case of 2,500 books.
The maximum price at which a manu
facturer may sell for export is the price
determined by the provisions of the Max
imum Export Regulation which becomes

containers and llquld-tlght containers; sani
tary closures and millt bottle caps; drinking

effective April 30,

straws: certain sulphate and certain sulphite

★

papers; certain tissue papers: rope and Jute
papers: gunmied papers; technical papers;
tags, pin tickets, and marking machine tick

★

*

ets; glazed and fancy papers; standard grocer's

Public schools asked

and variety bags; resale book matches; unprlnted single weight crepe paper In folds;
certain bag papers; and certain wrapping

to stagger paper orders

papers.

The maximum prices established by the
regulation for the following commodities
are the highest prices a manufacturer

charged during the October 1-15 period:
Waxed paper, including such classifications
as bread wraps, carton wraps, cutter box pa

pers, waxed glasslne, twisting tissue, plain
waxed papers, and delicatessen papers; paper

An appeal to public schools and other
pubhc institutions to stagger shipments
to them of certain paper products so

that deliveries can be spread out over
the year was made by the WPB April 30
in an effort to avoid disruption of com

mercial paper markets.
The pulp and paper branch placed
special emphasis on supplies of tissues

cups; envelopes (except those made of spe.
cialty papers or of transparent materials);
paper containers, and liquid-tight containers;
sanitary closures and milk bottle caps; drink
ing straws, certain sulphate and sulphite pa

and paper towels, which most schools
and institutions order in vast quantities

pers defined specifically in the order; rope

during a brief period of time.

and Jute papers; tissue papers under 18 pounds
basis weight, excluding cigarette, carbonizing,

fruit wrapping and condenser tissues; and
technical papers including but not limited to
those classified as saturating, impregnating.

Insulating,

shotshell,

and

photographic

papers.

Other provisions
The maximum price a manufacturer
now can charge for any gummed papers,

tags, pin tickets, marking machine tick
ets, glazed and fancy papers, are the
highest prices he charged in the period
from December 1-15, 1941.
Specific maximum prices are estab

istrator

Henderson

the

General

Regulation

with

freezing

at all levels of distribution.

glazed

period from October 1 to October 15,1941,

Administrator

sult of Maximum Price Regulation No.
130 announced April 29 by Price Admin

machine

others are based on levels of the Decem

Hie

"Standard" newsprint paper prices will
remain at 50 dollars per ton as the re

Maximum

ered price for self-opening (automatic)
kraft grocer's bag carload lot. Zone A, Is

Scope of regulation

'^Standard" newsprint ceilings
remain at $50 per ton in
permanent regulation

paper. Differentials for other grades of
standard grocer's and variety bags and
kraft wrapping paper are established by

Two base periods

May 5, 1942

The branch asked them not to de

mand delivery within the next few weeks
of all such supplies that they will need
until the summer of 1943. In so chang
ing their purchasing methods they will
contribute to the war effort, branch ofBcials said.

No shortage in tissues and paper tow
els is anticipated, but a fiood of buying
orders calling for deliveries a year in

Price

prices of nearly all cost-of-living items

Few changes effected
The new newsprint regulation, effective
May 11, 1942, replaces Temporary Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 16, which on
April 1 established maximum prices for
standard newsprint at the same levels.

Mr. Henderson explained that the new
regulation does not preclude further dis
cussions between OPA and the Canadian
Wartime Prices and Trade Board con

cerning Canadian newsprint mills.
The April 29 regulations effect few
changes from the provisions of the tem

porary order.

Maximum prices are fixed

to cover the sales of standard newsprint

paper by converters—who process news
print paper from rolls to sheets—and
sales by merchants and distributors who

purchase standard newsprint paper from
converters, as well as from manufac
turers.

The regulation also precisely defines
standard newsprint paper, with specifi

cations as to weight, rolls, sheets, stock,
finish, ash content, degree of sizing, color
and thickness, and establishes one level
of prices for all sellers.

Sales taxes conform to regulation
Sales taxes, and the possible use of sales

taxes, are treated to conform with provisions
of the General Maximum Price Regulation,
and adjxistable pricing—not to exceed the

levels established by the regulation—is per
mitted In conformity with the general order.
Sales by exporters are placed under the
Maximum Export Price Regulation control
ling prices on all exports, effective April 30.
Exporters' contracts entered into prior to
April 1, 1942, may be completed even If the
prices are above the maximum If the exporter

has received delivery of the newsprint he has
contracted to resell from a supplier and keeps
records of such transactions In accordance

with provisions of the regulation.

Zone price differentials frozen
The price of $50 per ton Is the "port" price
of white standard newsprint for carload lota

In rolls.

A price of $91 per ton is set for

zone 4, and Is used In the regulation as a

base price to determine the actual prices in
the 10 zones Into which the United States
Is divided.

advance Is threatening to disturb com
mercial markets seriously because of un

color, sheets, or special packing are frozen

usual conditions resulting from the war

In the regulation at the levels prevailing

emergency.

1941.

Price differentials for other zones, and for
during the period October 1 to October 15,

★
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Gasoline, oil wholesale price

leum products eastward by high-cost
transportation — substituted for tanker
shipments curtailed by the war—^Price
Administrator Henderson on April 29
amended Revised Price Schedule No. 88
to permit increases over established max
imum prices on the Eastern Seaboard
for fuel oils and gasoline.
The increases permitted in tbe Amendment
to Revised Price Scliedule No. 88 on all fuels

excluding service stations are:

Gasoline, 4/10< per gallon; tractor fuel,
gas house oils, distillate Diesel fuel oils,
Nos. 2. 3, and 4 fuel oils, 2/10« per gallon:

15

Makers' ceilings set on
paperboard and specialty items

FAINSOD TO HEAD

OPA RETAIL DIVISION

allowed to rise in East
Acting to permit the petroleum indus
try to recover additional expenses in
curred in moving petroleum and petro

★

VICTORY

Appointment

of

Merle

Fainsod

as

chief of the retail trade and services

division of OPA was announced April 29

by Administrator Henderson.
Named as head of the trade relations
branch in the new division was Hector
Lazo.

The new division will work in close
conjunction with the local boards in ad
ministering the details of the price con

trol program.
The trade relations
branch will be responsible, among other
things, for instructing the Nation's re
tailers in the specific requirements and
procedures of the program and will con
fer and consult with retailers and rep
resentatives of retail trade associations.

No. 2 fuel oil in Washington tank wagon

area, 2/10< per gallon; residual fuel oils
(Nos. 5 and 6 fuel oiifi, Bunker C, Navy

★

★

★

Maximum manufacturers' prices for
specialty paperboard, and many proc
essed paperboard items not covered pre
viously, were established in Amendment
No. 2 to Revised Price Schedule No. 32

(Paperboard Sold East of the Rocky
Mountains) announced April 30 by Price
Administrator Henderson following issu
ance of

the

General

Maximum

Price

Regulation.
The amendment has the effect of es

tablishing
maximum
manufacturers'
prices for all paperboard, including
specialty paperboards which were not in
cluded in the original schedule. The
definition of "paperboard" has been ex

panded by the amendment to Include "all
kinds, grades, types, calipers, colors and
patterns of paperboard."

Grade and residual Diesel fuel oils), 25$

per barrel.

The amendment, No. 10. effective April 28,
1942, aSects sales of the products mentioned
In Connecticut, Delaware. Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey,

New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania.
Rhode Island, South Carolina, Vermont, Vir

ginia, West Virginia, Georgia, and Florida
east of the Apalachlcola River, and the Dis
trict of Columbia.

Bristol. Tenn., is Included

In provisions regulating gasoline prices under
Amendment No. 3 to temporary maximum

price regulation No. 11. Issued April 27, 1942.
and made effective as of April 30, 1S42.

Maximum prices for Bunker C and No. 6
fuel oils on the East and Gulf coasts In cargo

and barge lots f. o. b. refineries and terminals
(ex lighterage) are also established by the
amendment.

OPAclarifies gasoline
price base lor East
For the purpose of clarifying the base
upon which are calculated the permis
sible increases in maximum prices for

*

★

scheduled to begin June 1
Metallic zinc will be placed under com

plete allocation control beginning June
1, WPB announced May 1. Industry
Operations Director Knowlson issued an
amended Order M-1' setting up the zinc

allocation plan. He issued at the same
time Order M-ll-a which places zinc
oxide and zinc dust under the pool ar

rangement by which all zinc has been

★

Gasoline ceilings adjusted on
some grades in Mid-West areas

the retail level). Price Administrator
Henderson has issued Amendment No. 8

line In Midwest and Western territories

to Revised Price Schedule No. 88 (Petro

were protested as not truly reflecting

leum and Petroleum Products). effective
April 29.

market quotations, Price Administrator
Henderson April 29 Issued Amendment

issued last March 26,

stipulated that gasoline sold In IS

States

on the eastern seaboard and In the District

of Columbia should not be priced in excess

Metallic zinc allocation

★

Because prices used as standards in
establishing
maximum
tank
wagon
prices for regular and third-grade gaso

gasoline on the eastern seaboard (above

Amendment No. 4,
★

★

No. 9 to Revised Price Schedule No. 88
for Petroleum and Petroleum Products.

The amendment was effective April 29.

of 8/10 of a cent per gallon above the prices
on

October 2,

1941,

and

in

Georgia and

★

Florida east of the Apalachlcola River not
In excess of 6/10 of a cent above the prices
on the same date.
Amendment No. 8

for

calculating

reestablishes as a

increases,

the

base

stipulations

originally ordered in Revised Price Schedule

*

★

Woven cotton tickings
put under formal ceiling

No. 88-

★

★

*

Woven cotton tickings, used chiefly in

the manufacture of mattresses, pillows,

Ceilings set on rolled
zinc products

and box springs, were placed under a
formal price ceiling April 30 by Price
Administrator Henderson through
Amendment

Maximum prices for rolled zinc prod

controlled heretofore.

ucts were announced April 30 by Price

Zinc pool for May

Administrator Henderson.

The prices established are those pub

No.

2

to

Revised

Price

Schedule No. 35—Carded Grey and Col

ored Yam Goods.
*

★

★

Zinc pool requirements for May also

lished by the Price Administrator on

were issued May I. The metallic zinc
pool is set at 75 percent of January pro
duction for high grade and special high
grade and 50 percent of January produc

November 29, 1941, with slight changes
in the prices of zinc, boiler, hull, and en
gravers' plates based upon the receipt of
additional Information subsequently by

Ceilings set on standard
ferromanganese

tion of all other grades of zinc. Zinc
oxide is set at 10 percent of January

the OPA.

Maximum prices for standard ferro
manganese were fixed April 30 in Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 138 Price Ad

production.

No zinc dust need be set

aside for the month.

The maximum prices are contained In
Maximum Price Regulation No. 124,
which becomes effective May 11.

ministrator Henderson has announced.

★
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Review of war contracts^ now in progress

1,000,000 making war material

promises large savings by adjustment^

in plants which have

refund; costs drop as mass output begins
A method by which costs and profits on
war contracts are being continuously re

viewed by Government war agencies in
order that savings made possible through
mass production of war material will be
reflected in savings to the Government

was announced April 30 by WPB Chair
man Nelson.

been performed, a refund can be ar
ranged.
"I should like to point out that many

business firms are coming in voluntarily
to discuss this lowering of profit margins.
Our experience so far reveals a very gen
eral realization among industrialists that
there Is no place in our war program for

excessive profits."

The method involves collaboration by

Production Drive committees
More

than

one

million

men

and

women are producing war material In
factories where joint labor-management
Production Drive committees have been

set up, Donald M. Nelson, WPB Chair
man, said in a message April 30 to the
Citizens for Victory Committee meeting
in San Francisco.

The Citizens for Victory Committee is
a nonpartisan national organization.

By a joint memorandum signed by
Under Secretary of War Robert P. Pat
terson. Under Secretary of Navy James
Forrestal, Chairman E. S. Land of the

Pressure of his duties prevented Mr.
Nelson from attending the meeting and
a recording of his address was sent.

Maritime Commission, and Mr. Nelson,

"I don't need to remind you that as

a cost analysis section has been set up
in each agency to conduct studies and

far as we at home are concerned this

tractors In cases where costs or profits
are found to be excessive.

surveys.

finally going to be won on the battle
fields. of course, but we must never for

the War Department, the Navy Depart
ment. the United States Maritime Com
mission and the War Production Board

in studying war contracts and working
out adjustments or refunds with the con

3 discussioDs save $140,000,000
Direct

savings

to

the

Government

which will be obtained in this way will be

In addition, price adjustment

boards, on each of which the War Pro

duction Board is represented, have been
established in the War and Navy Depart
ments and in the Maritime Commission,

contractors by the War and Navy Depart

to advise and assist the procurement of
ficers in getting adjustments or refunds
in all cases where costs or profits are

ments had resulted in savings of $140,-

found to be excessive.

very substantial, Mr. Nelson said, point
ing out that recent discussions with three

000,000.

He added:

"In our war program we are calhng on
industrial firms to manufacture hundreds

of articles which were never previously

made on a mass production basis. It is
perfectly obvious that as a company gets
into mass production on such articles, its
costs go down. But it is also obvious that
it is not possible for a new contractor to
know in advance just how much those
costs are going to drop. It is also true

that the primary objective of the pro
curement officers must be speed in pro
duction. Hence it is out of the question
to delay signing of all war contracts until
everyone is certain that costs and profits
have been figured down to the most just
and equitable level.

Many firms initiate talks

Excerpts from the text follow:

is a

war of production.

The war is

one moment forget that it could easily
be lost in the shops and factories of

America. That puts a terrible respon
sibility on you and me. We're the peo

ple who could lose this war. And if by
evil chance we should lose It, nobody
would care to listen to us while we tried
to blame each other for the defeat.

★

★

★

$162,416,000;000m war funds
made available since June 1940
War funds made available by Congress

"We would all be guilty—management,
labor, and Government alike; and the
fires of defeat would quickly consume

all of the rights, privileges, and liberties
that we are so zealous to guard.
"I believe we have all '.earned that les

the Sixth Supplemental War Appropria

son by now. We know that unless we
cheerfully work together for our own
liberty we shall some day be forced to
work together in slavery. We are up

tion Act of 1942 on April 28. This Act
carried cash appropriations and net con

any of us.

tract authorization of $19,138,000,000.

of freedom really Is."

or the Reconstruction Finance Corpora
tion since June 1940 totaled $162,416,000,000 when President Roosevelt signed

$8,761,000,000 for airplanes
The $162,416,000,000 total includes ap
proximately $6,000,000,000 for the Navy
Department, which does not become

against something that is bigger than

We know now what the price

★

★

★

BANE LEAVES OPA

available for spending until fiscal 1943,

Rellnquishment by Frank Bane of his

and has not been allocated ofHcially for

temporary post with the OPA to return

out by the Armed Services and the Mari
time Commission, in consultation with
the War Production Board, gets us

specific purposes.

to the Council of State Governments was

around this difficulty. As production gets

the United States.

"The system which has been worked

into full swing, both the contractor and
the Government get a clearer picture of
costs and are able to determine what

constitutes a fair profit. Contracts are
now being so examined in all cases where
the agencies involved find it advisable.

In cases where an excessive profit la
found, the contract can be renegotiated

at a lower figure—or, if the contract has

Tlie total does not

include $4,096,000,000 contracted by for
eign governments for war production in
The most important item of expendi

ture provided for in the latest appro
priation is $8,761,000,000 for airplanes.
Posts, depots and stations call for $6,123,000,000, virtually double the amount
previously appropriated for such pur
poses.
Miscellaneous munitions and
supplies covered In the Act cams to
$2,268,000,000.

announced April 27 by Price Adminis
trator Henderson.
Mr. Bane was lent to the OPA last No

vember to develop a field organization
plan. He was later induced to stay on
In order to initiate this plan in principal
cities, and again in January he agreed,
at Mr. Henderson's Insistence, to con
tinue further with the OPA in order to

set up the organization for rationing tires
and other commodities.

★
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Time to Take the Mountain to Mahomet

WPB consultants from industry

help Services find factories,
break bottlenecks
Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of the

WPB, announced April 26 that facilities
of American civilian industry which can
be used to break bottlenecks in war pro
duction are being made available to the
Armed Services and the Maritime Com
mission through special industrial con
sultants in the Bmeau of Industry
Branches.

Men thoroughly familiar with the ex
isting machinery and facilities in their
own Industries have been brought into
the Government service.

Chief function of these industrial con
sultants is to furnish information to

Army, Navy, and Maritime Commission

procurement officers about the types of
war work

which each Industry

can

handle, both in prime and subcontracts.

They do not, however, enter into any di
rect negotiations for placing orders.

Report oa coaversion coming
In announcing this industrial approach
to the problems of conversion, Mr. Nelson
said that first consideration must be given
to efficiency in filling war orders. Time
does not permit a detailed program of
placing war orders with every company
affected by a WPB limitation or conser
vation order.

The activities of the industrial consult
ants ai-e therefore directed primarily
toward finding existing facilities to speed

M

the war effort. A progress report on the
whole conversion program will be issued
by WPB in the near future.
Consultants named
Consultants actively engaged in this

program, with the business connections

'UUUlC NEEDED

FOR AKMAMENTS^^^
Cartoon by Elderman for OEM. Publishers may obtain mats of these cartoons weekly
in either two- or three-column size. Requests to be put on the mailing list should be
addressed to Distribution Section, Division of Information, Office for Emergency
Management, 274Z Temporary R. Washington. D. C.

Dairy conservation program
Clyde E. Beardslee, chief of the WPB
dairy section recommended on May 1,
that the butter and ice cream industries
curtail a number of services, discontinue
the use of certain packages and change
some distribution methods to conserve
materials for the war effort.

Mr. Beardslee said that the recommen

dations were adopted after conferences
with the dairy industry advisory com

mittee and have been approved by Dou

glas Townson, chief of the food supply
branch.
★

*

*

Save cosmetic containers

their toiletries,

beauty aids.

and

follows:

N, L. Etten, American Wringer Corporation,
Woonsocket, R. I-—Household Appliances;
D. G. Smellie, Hoover Vacuum Cleansr. North
Canton, Ohio—Household Appliances: D. D.
Burnslde, American Stove Co., St. Louis. Mo.—
Stoves; E. E. Berry, Bslolt Iron V/orlis, Bslott,
•^7is pulp and Paper MacMnery; S. H. Axnolt,
Atlas Steel & Tube, Warsaw, Ind.—Metal
Furniture: W. E. Cholli-r, Kemington Rand
Co.. Bridgeport, Conn.—Office Machinery:
Alv'in Haas, Yates American Co., Beloit, Wis.—
wood Workino Machinery: Fied Erbach, Yatea
American Co., Beloit, Wis.—Wood working
Machinery: John Lehman, Harris. Seybold,
Potter Co.. Cleveland, Ohio—PrtnftTiff Ma
chinery: R- G Conklln. Vulcan Lead Products,
Milwaukee. Wis.—Lead Products; A. P.
Nichols, Jr., Kansas City Smelting Co., Kansas

American women can help the war ef
fort by saving the increasingly precious
metal containers in which they buy their

lipsticks,

and the industries concerned, are as

other

City, Mo.—Lead Products; C. C. Lincoln. Vir
ginia Lincoln Furnltuve Co.. Marion. Va.—
Wood Furnitwe: Dr. A. B. Pacinl, American
Home Products, Jetssy City, N, J.—Toiletries
and Cosmetics: L. 0. Wiilcofr, Youngstown

Steel Car Co., Youngstown, Ohio—Car Build'

ing; and Col. L. S. Horner. New Haven, Conn.—
Builders' Hardware.

IS
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RATIONING...
Moving to ration autos faster, OPA
relaxes standards of qualifying

the major part of these cars—roughly 400000

of them—during the first 13 months of the
operation of the rationing system. The re
mainder—about 135,000—have been ear

marked as a reserve pool to meet military and

essential civilian needs thereafter.

In order to increase the flow of new
passenger cars to eligible buyers and to

assure more uniform treatment of appli

cants for automobile rationing certifi
cates throughout the country, the Office
of

Price

Administration

has

made

changes in its automobile rationing regu-

a

That his work Is arduous, or his
hours unusually long, or that he
must travel late at night;
That local transportation services
are overcrowded;

That his physical condition would
make it a hardship for him to walk
or to use public transportation
facilities;
That he clearly needs an automo
bile because of other unusual cir
cumstances.

Howto qualify
If the applicant fulfills one or more of
lations, Administrator Henderson an
nounced April 26.

This is in accordance with the Admin

the above conditions, he may qualify for

month period after the begiiming of ra
tioning on March 2 of this year. Sales
so far under rationing have been at a
rate considerably less than was expected
at the time quotas were allotted for
March, April and May.

Standard of need relaxed
The new amendment revises completely
the section of the automobile rationing
order which requires an applicant to
prove that he needs a new passenger au
tomobile before a local rationing board
may issue a certificate. The applicant
must still prove that he needs a car to
carry on eflBciently essential civilian serv

ices or war work, but the standard of
need has been simplified and relaxed.
An eligible applicant may establish

need for an automobile by meeting any
of the following conditions:

That he must travel quickly and
would be better able to do so by
automobile than by other means of
transportation;

That he must transport passen
gers or heavy or bulky tools or
materials;
That without a car he would have

to walk at least 3 miles in going to
and comini, from work;

That he would have to spend at
least 1Vz hours in going to and com
ing from work without a car, and
could save 45 minutes by using one;

civilian services.

Nevertheless, two primary considerations
make it appear desirable to distribute the
major part of our passenger car stock over
a relatively short period.

Storage taxed, cars depreciating
First, even though a serious scarcity of auto
mobiles Is In prospect due to the stoppage of

production, the present stock of automobiles
Reduction of

Is taxing our storage facilities.

this stock will release warehouse space badly

a new car purchase'certificate by show

needed for storing other commodities-

ing that he does not already have an

even under the most favorable storage con
ditions. Some deterioration is boxmd to occur
with the passage of time. The rate of depre
ciation Is greater where the conditions of
storage prevent occasional starting of motors

istrator's express policy of releasing all
new passenger automobiles, except those
in the Government "pool," within a 12-

We are fully aware that the reserve pool Is

pitifully small to meet our needs after March
1943- Requirements of the Military Services
for passenger autcmobUes win increase next
year. Police services must be expanded in
certain areas, and thousands of additional
cars wiU be necessary to transport workers to
defense plants now under construction. In
addition, we will have to replace automobiles
that will be worn out or wrecked la Important

TAKE CARE OP YOUR AUTO—
Illustrations ("Drive Slowly," "Form
a Car Pool") are from a WPB flier
which is being distributed to motor
ists with cooperation of State motor
vehicle departments. Other pictures
on the flier get across these ideas;

Drive less; grease often, check your
oil; start right in cold weather; take
care of your battery; protect the fin

ish.

Another page tells 10 ways to

prolong tire life.

Second, automobiles depreciate In storage

and movements of cars.

When automobiles

are stored in open lots, exposed to the weather,
as Is now the case In some areas, depreciation
Is rapid unless exceptional precautions are
taken.

The present amendment to the new Auto
mobile Rationing Regulations results from

reports received recently from State rationing
administrators which Indicate that new pas
40 percent of the quota rate. By relaxing the

senger automobiles are now moving at about
age and mileage requirements for trade-Ins

end by establishing relatively liberal tests of
need, this amendment undoubtedly will in

crease the flow of cars into the hands of
eligible buyers.

There are, however, other factors which
have held up the movement of automobiles

automobile adequate for his purposes.

Some eligible persons who need to replace
their cars are not doing bo because they be

A board may decide that a car is inade

lieve it to be unpatriotic.

quate if (a) it is a 1939 or earlier model;

there is nothing unpatriotic about replacing

or (b) it has been driven more than
40,000 miles; or (c) it has been rendered
tmserviceable by fire, collision, or other

To such people. I would like to say that

a car which Is used to perform essential serv

wise: or (d) it is not reliable enough for
the services it is to perform; or (e) de

mands upon the applicant for the speci
fied services have increased to such an
extent that he needs an additional auto
mobile to render such services.

These changes are brought about by
Amendment No. 6 to the New Passenger
Automobile
Rationing
Regulations,
which was to go into effect April 29, 1942.

Henderson explains reasons
Commenting on the objectives of the
pew amendment, Mr. Henderson said:
When automobile rationing began there
were some 535,000 new passenger automobiles
In the hande of dealers, distributors, and
manufacturers throughout the United States.
It was then and still Is our policy to distribute

ices and which would have to be replaced next
year or the year after. To the extent that we
can equip those who need automobiles lor the

performance of essential services with the
best available transportation, we will be cut

ting costs of storage and reducing next year's
automobile requirements.

Those who obtain

new automobiles under the rationing program
have, however, a special responsibility for
using their cars sparingly, for driving slowly

and carefully, and for keeping their auto

mobiles and tires In the best condition nosslble.

The amendment to the New Passenger
Automobile Rationing Regulations does
not change the list of eligible services.

★
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WPB authorizes 700,000-ton
Buna S synthetic
rubber program
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10,000,000 automobile owners in 17
Eastern States must show ration card
to buy gasoline after May 15
passenger-car owners in 17 Eastern

Tbe inlorniation to go on the "B",
gasolina than he could obtain with an A

States will make their gasoline pur

nature of the applicant's

The WPB has authorized the Recon

struction Finance Corporation to provide
facilities for an annual productive ca

pacity of 700,000 tons of Buna S syn
thetic rubber to be in operation not later
than the end of 1943. it was announced

The cards by which nearly 10,000,000

chases under rationing after May 15.
were described April 28 by the OPA.
April 2S by WPB Cliief Donald M. Nel
Five different ration cards
son and Coordinator for Rubber Arthur
The cards, as well as the application
B. Newhall.
forms which some gasoline users will be
Assured of priority aid
asked to fill out, will be distributed to
This represents an increase of 100,000 school registration sites throughout the
tons in the Buna S program previously rationed area before May 12. when regis
authorized by the WPB, and is in addi tration begins.
tion to the planned capacity for Butyl
Five different ration cards have been
synthetic rubber and neoprene, totalling prepared, and owners of motor vehicles
100,000 tons.
and inboard motorboats will receive at
The WPB said that the 700.000-ton
Buna S program is to be given all the

priority and allocation assistance needed
to assure the production of not less than

tlon will show the applicant's

card, specifically, it will ask for

cupation). Other questions that must be
answered are; "II you drive to work, what is
the shortest mileage from your home to your
regular place of work, or commuting point,
many miles do you f

day in carrying onyour work (other thanfrom
home to work and back)?

total average dallymileage customarily driven

m?ie car described above to get to and from

work and tocarry on work?'" ; Are you makInB every possible effort to reduce this mile
age by using public transportation and by

registration time the type of card for
which they qualify. The cards aredesignated as "A,"
"B-J." "B-S " and

'doubling-up' with your neighbors?

The applicant will certify that the

gasoline obtained with the ration card
will be used solely in the motor vehicle

described in the application and will not
be used for any other purpose.

"X" card "for essential use"
The applicant for an "X" card, which
entitles the holder to whatever gasoline
day period, from May 15 to July 1, in he needs "for essential use," must also
which the temporary plan announced fill out an "X" application form.
the previous week will be in effect.
Legitimate uses, which make an ower ell-

cards and are intended to last users
350,000 tons during the calendar year of "X"
to whom they are issued through the 451943.

All the synthetic rubber to be produced
for many months must be reserved for
military uses, and none will be available
for civilian uses, such as automobile tires.
*

*

*

Check on tire and tube
rationing shows some

margin below quotas

"A" orbasic allotment card
No application form whatever will be
needed to obtain the "A," or basic allot
ment card, owners may receive one..of

these upon presentation of their car

registration cards.
Across the bottom ot the

Wiu be announced before May 15. ine

Figures released by the OPA April 29
on the amount of tire and tube ration
ing quotas actually used in January re

veal a small but important offset to the
serious deterioration that has taken

place in the Nation's rubber position

since that month's allotments were es
tablished.

In the 40 States and the District of
Columbia for which January reports are
available, certificates issued for new pas

senger car tires amounted to 45 percent

of the combined total of their quotas
and the reserves which are set aside in
each State for adjustment of emergency
situations. A slightly higher percentage
of truck tire quotas was used.
These preliminary figures indicating a

margin of quota allotment over actual

use were welcomed by officials in theOPA
tire rationing division, who point out
that any saving at thistime canbe looked
upon as an addition to the vitally im
portant inventory for later use.

Bible for an "X" card are listed on the appU-

?Slon as follows: (a) As

ambulance or

hparse- (b^ as a taxi, bus, Jitney or other

nubile' conveyance for hire, or as a vehicle

available for public rental; (c) for a

practicing minister of a religious faith In
the performance of religious duties In met
ing the religious needs of tbe ®°"^®Satlon
served- (d) for a duly licensed physician,
surgeon

Christian

Science

practitioner,

nuwe, osteopath, chiropractor, or
for rendering medical, professional, nursing,

0? StnTry services; (e) for the official
business of Federal. State, local or foreign

governments or government agencies (0 toj
trucking, hauling, towing,

the card will be punched, marked, or torn oft

by the service station attendant as purchases
are made.

mall carrying, delivery, or messenger service,
(g) for the transportation of
eauioment for construction or for mechani

cal, electrical, structural, or ^'Sl^way main
tenance or repair services; or

Instructions issued with all cards point

tion of work crews to enable them to render

out that only afterthe registration dates
can the local rationing boards make ad

Inboard motorboat owners must fill

such services.

justments. or issue different cards to out a form to obtain either the "A or

registered gasoline users.

More units on "B" cards

The "B"cards resemble the "A" cards,
except for the number of "unit" squares.
The "B-1" card has 11 units; the B-2
card, 15 units; and the "B-3" card 19
units. The value of these units will also
be announced before rationing begins.

In applying for one of the "B" cards
an owner must fill out at the time of
registration tbe "B" application form,
as well as present the registration card
of the motor vehicle for which gasoline is
needed.

••X" cards. An "A" card will be issued
if the craft is used for nonessential pur

poses; an "X" card wiU be issued if the
boat is usedfor specific commercial pur
poses listed on the application form.
Other gasoline rationing forms pre

pared by the OPA will (1) serve persons
wishing to replace lost, or damaged, ra

tion cards, (2) authorize the transfer of
gasoline for use other than in motor ve
hicles or inboard motorboats, (3) author
ize bulk gasoline transfer for ultimate
consumption in motor vehicles and in
board motorboats.
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Tires to be denied to tfaose
who abuse them; recaps will
be required where practical

★

58 SPECIALISTS AID
rationing in FIELD

New tires will not beavailable for list A
vehicles after May 1, when use of a re
cappedtire is practical, and no tires at all
WJU be released after June I t<r anyone
who abuses those he now has in use.
These provisions are contained in
Amendment No. 7 to the Revised Tire

The appointment of 58 special
ists to aid in handling the prob
lems which will arise in the sugarrationing program, which went into
effect on April 28, was announced
April 30by OPA Administrator Hen
derson. They will serve as tech
nical aides in the offices which are
maintained in the 48 States and the

Rationing Regulations, announced April
30 by Price Administrator Henderson.
Effective date of the amendment was

District of Columbia as well as in
the 8 regional offices through which
the rationing program is adminis

May 1.

tered.

In the case of vehicles operated in

hazardous services where the safety fac
tor is a consideration, thelocal rationing
board may issue a new tire certificate.
Although this provision is primarily to
take care of police and fire vehicles, it is
considered broad enough to cover other

list A eligibles when the board is con
vinced of their need for new tires.

After June 1. anyone who presents an
inspector's report that a tire cannot be
madefit for recapping or retreading will
becalled upon to show that it did not be

★

★

★

Excess sugar inventories
not to be maintained

May 5, 1942

Off-sale" baked goods
to get 70 percent

of 1941 sugar
OPA on April 27 issued a clarification

of sugar rationing regulations as they
apply to restaurants manufacturingbaked goods or other products for off-

sale purposes.

According to OPA, restaurants which
In 1841 manufactured products for sale
off the premises may receive for that
purpose 70 percent of the amount of
sugar they used during the correspond

ing month last year. This regulation

applies to the off-saJe portion of their
business only.

Foruse in making baked goods or other
products for consumption on the prem
ises—as meals or food services—restau
rants preparing and serving meals may

Retail grocers will not be permitted to
maintain stocks of sugar they now have obtain 50 percent of last year's sugar
on hand which are in excess of the usage.
★ ★ *
amount ofsugar allowed them asworking

Inventories under the rationing regula
tions, the OPA said May 1.

School teachers commended for

While no grocer is required to sur
handling of sugar registration
come unusable through abuse or neglect. render any present excess sugar Inven
tory. he cannot accept any future
Administrator Henderson April
★ ★ ★
delivery ofsugar until hehas first turned 30 Price
expressed his gratitude to the thou
over to his local rationing board for can- sands of public school teachers through
TRAILER TOW VEHICLES
wlation War Ration Stamps or Sugar out the country who conducted the 2-day
Purchase Certificates with a weight value trade registration for sugar rationing.
ELIGIBLE FOR TIRES
equal to the excess amount.
Vehicles used to tow house trailers
The same principle applies to whole
*
*
★
from the factory to sites where they are
necessary as living quarters for war salers who have present inventories In
workers will be eligible for tires under A

excess of their allowable inventories.

of the rationing regulations after May 1
Price Administrator Henderson an

*

★

★

Ocean shipmasters to get
sugar by signing receipts

nounced April 30. The tow car must not

be used for other than list A purposes

If you eat in aboarding house.,.

trailer is limited to 200 miles. However,

and the length of haul for a house

Among the establishments classified by voyage on which it is embarking without
OPA as institutional users of sugar are a sugar purchase certificate, OPA said

ing administrator, a local board may
Issue a certificate where the distance

sororities, dormitories, hospitals, board

on written consent of the State ration

hotels, restaurants, resorts, fraternities,

limit is exceeded. A further provision
prohibits issuance of a certificate when
It is practicable to move the trailers

ing houses, orphanages, convents, monas
teries. and State Institutions such as

by rail.

Persons who reside or eat their meals
Inbuildings classified as institutions were

★

★

*

Heavy truck tires provided
WPB has made it possible to equip

heavy trucks produced under existing

quotas with tires and tubes. Amend
ment No. 7 to Limitation Order No

prisons and asylums.

to register or be registered the same as
other consumers in the registration on
May 4, 5. 6, and 7.

Consumers who eat 12 or more meals a
week in an establishment registered asan
institutional user are required to sur
render their War Ration Books to the

Ir-l-a, effective April 25. rescinds the owner or manager of the establishment in
prohibition against putting- tires and order to permit removal of the sugar ra
tubes on new heavy trucks except for tion
stamps for cancelation by the local

delivery to dealers.

rationing board.

•An ocean-going vessel may forthetime
being obtain the sugar it needs for the
April 30.

All that 18 necessary Is that the master of
The person delivering the sugar can then
receipt to his local rationing
boaid and receive
la exchange a eugar purawtrp
Will permit himto ac-

Sm toTettlp"'
*

★

*

First industrial sugar quota
April 28 or 29 to June 30
The first allotments of sugar to in
dustrial and institutional users—under

the new Nation-wide rationing pro

gram—were to cover the period from the

time of registration, April 28 or 29 to
June 30, 1942, OPA announced.

★
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LABOR...
President gives Board job of stabilizing
wages; labor members to handle
jurisdictional disputes for the duration
The National War Labor Board last
week received a new job from the Presi
dent—to stabilize wages—and it set up
a system for final settlement of all juris
dictional disputes between labor unions

ferred to the labor members of the Board

for the duration of the war.

for settlement from now on. Mr. Davis,

Board Chairman, announced. The pro
cedure was evolved as a result of an
agreement between William Green, pres
ident of the American Federation of

President Roosevelt gave the Board
the job of stabilizing wages when he out
lined to Congress his 7-point program to
keep the cost of living down.
"In respect to the third item," the
President said, "seeking to stabilize re
muneration for work, legislation is not
required under present circumstances.
1 believe that stabilizing the cost of liv
ing will mean that wages in general can
and should be kept at existing scales.

"Organized labor has voluntarily given
up its right to strike during the war.
•Therefore all stabilization or adjustment
of wages will be settled by the War Labor
Board machinery which has been gen

erally accepted by industry and labor for
the settlement of all disputes.

"All strikes are at a minimum.

ballot elections In eight of the company's
plants on this clause, Mr. Davis an
nounced. The clause would require all
members of the union to maintain their
membership in good standing for the

Exist

ing contracts between employers and
employeesmust, in all fairness, be carried
out to the expiration date of those con

tracts. The existing machinery for
labor disputes will, of course, continue
to give due consideration to iaequalities
and the elimination of substandards of
living. I repeat that all of these proc
esses, now in existence, will work equit
ably for the overwhelming proportion of
all our workers if we can keep the cost
of living down and stabilize their re
muneration."

An interdepartmental committee con

sisting of representatives of the War.
Navy, and Labor Departments, the War
Production Board, the Maritime Commis
sion. the new Manpower Commission,
and the War Labor Board was formed to
work in cooperation with the War Labor
Board in this difficult task. The com
mittee was created as a result of a con

ference of high-ranking officials of the

agencies involved which was called by
Board Chairman William H. Davis to dis
cuss the President's message.

JurisdictioDal disputes to be settled
Jurisdictional disputes between labor
unions coming to the Board will be re

Labor, and Philip Murray, president of
the Congress of Industrial Organizations.
The jurisdictional disputes agreement
«ill dispose not only of disputes between
unions affiliated with the two national
organizations, but also disputes between
unions within either the AFL or CIO
which affect the war effort.

"All jurisdictional questions In cases

coming before the War Labor Board,"
Mr. Davis announced, "will be referred
as a matter of course to the labor mem
bers of the Board for adjustment.

duration of the contract.

Only mem

bers of the majority union In each plant
will be eligible to vote.

"I hope and believe." Mr. Davis said
In a telegram to the company president,
"that under the new contract the
relations between your company and Its

employees will advance toward that
cooperative understanding and mutual
confidence upon which maximum pro
duction depends."

The elections are believed to be the
first strictly intraunlon elections ever

to be held under the auspices of the
agency of the Federal Government. The
8 plants employ 25.000 workers.

Complete contract drawn up
The Board unanimously settled the

dispute between the Arcade Malleable
Iron Co.. Inc., Worcester. Mass., and the

"If any particular dispute cannot be

Steel Workers Organizing Commitee.

settled by the labor members, Mr. Murray
and Mr. Green will be so notified and
they will thereupon promptly appoint a

a collective bargaining contract drawn

group or individual to make a final and
binding determination of the dispute.
"Jurisdictional disputes have always
been the most difficult to settle because
of their very nature. The American

people will welcome this agreement be
tween the two labor organizations for

finally determining all jurisdictional dis

CIO, by ordering both parties to accept
up by the 3-man panel of the Board
which heard the case. A total of 400
employees are affected. TTils marks the
first time the Board has had to draw up
a complete contract.

The contract drawn up by the panel
was sent to both parties. The union

signed It. but the company rejected It.
The panel then adopted the contract as
its unanimous recommendation for a

putes until the war is won."

"fair and equitable" settlement of the

Harvester Company accepts
Mr. Davis last week congratulated the
International Harvester Co. on behalf of
the Board for its decision to accept a
maintenance of membership clause or
dered by the Board April 15. The Board
Is still awaiting word from the United
States Steel Corporation that it has ac

dispute and referred the matter to the

cepted a similar clause ordered by the
Board in the case of its subsidiary, the
Federal Shipbuilding & Drydock Co.
News of the acceptance by this giant
farm equipment concern, after delibera
tion by Its board of directors for more
than 2 weeks, came In the form of a tele
gram from Fowler McCormlck, company

president. In the telegram Mr. McCormick stated that the company "will fully
comply" with the Board's decision.
Thomas Pair Neblett, principal media
tion officer of the Board, is now in Chi

whole Board.
★

★

*

WENDELL LUND NAMED

LABOR PRODUCTION DIRECTOR
Wendell Lund of Detroit will head the

new Labor Production Division of the
WPB, Chairman Donald M. Nelson an
nounced May 1.

WPB operations having to do with
labor relations and staff activities bear

ing on production will be continued
without Interruption. Nelson said.

Lund, ,38 years old and a native of
Escanaba, Mich., has been executive
director of the Michigan Unemploy
ment Compensation Commission during
the recent automobile conversion pro

gram and is conversant with the Labor

cago. setting up machinery to hold secret Division activities of the WPB.
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INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS...
Production of storage batteries cut for

Metal windows authorized for

autos, light trucks, to save vital items

certain rated housing projects

The WPB April 26 announced a pro

period la 1941 corresponding to the
60-day period following the date of the

gram to conserve substantial quantities

of lead, antimony, rubber, and other
critical materials going into the manu

Inventory.

facture of storage batteries for passenger
automobiles and light trucks.

Sizes and models cut from 75 to 15
In Supplementary Limitation Order
L-4-b, the Board:

1. Prohibited production of these batteries
after April 30 except in specified minimum

Retailers, jobbers, and warehouses are
prohibited from ordering more than a 45
days' supply of batteries or accepting de
livery of batteries which, in combina
tion with existing inventory, will aggre
gate more than a 45 days' supply. In
any month, a 45 days' supply means the
number of batteries sold during the cor
responding month last year plus one-half

Limitation Order L-77 on metal win

dows has been amended to permit the
manufacture of basement windows and
residential-type casements for use in cer
tain rated housing projects.

The amendment, effective April 28, au
thorizes the manufacture of metal win
dows composed wholly of materials in a
manxifacturer's inventory prior to March

25for use in a project to which a prefer
ence rating has been assigned by Order
P-55 (Defense Housing). Order P-19-d
(Publicly Financed Housing) or Order
P-110 (Remodeling of Houses in a De

ampere hour capacities, thereby reducing
the number of sizes and models now being

the number sold in the next succeeding

produced from about 75 to 15. Hits will in

month in 1941.

This is permitted whether or not the
preference rating has been extended to

sponding period of 1941,

time producers, retailers, jobbers, and
warehouses may keep used, traded-ln.
imperfect or condemned batteries, or
parts for them, in inventory, in their

of the metal windows.

possession or under their control.

The amendment also permits the man
ufacture until May 15 of any metal win
dow pursuant to an order received on or
before March 25, if the window is for
use in a rated project. The provision of
the original order which permitted the
manufacture of any metal window to fill
an order with an A-2 or higher rating
is continued by the amendment.

DO way affect the normal life of a battery.
2. Curtailed production by each manufac
turer diiTing the 6 months from April to
Beptember 30 to 75 percent of the number
of batteries sold by him during the corre

3- Ordered retailers to cease selling or deuverlng after April 30 any new replacement
cattery to any purchaser unless the purchaser
turns In a used battery at the tlnle of the

The order places a 30-day limit on the

transaction.

★

4. Placed rigid restrictions on Inventories
of producers, retailers, jobbers, and ware

houses, In order to avoid tying up critical

★

*

materials.

Curb on use of scrap and

Quota modified for second quarter

reclaimed rubber continued

Terms of the order do not apply to
batteries produced for the Army and
Navy, certain other Government
and Lend-Lease requirements.

Use of scrap and reclaimed rubber dur
ing May in a specific list of articles will
continue to be limited to 60 percent of
a formula based on average monthly

The limitation on production during
the second and third quarters of this

dustry Operations Knowlson announced

year supersedes, as affects the second

April 27.

quarter, the production quota fixed for

It was ordered on March 20 that after
May 1, products on list P of i-ubber order
M-15-b could be made only with the

agencies, certain foreign governments,

the first 6 months of this year under
Amendment No. 1 to Limitation Order
L-4-a, which covered all replacement
parts for automobiles and light trucks.
Under that order, battery manufacturers
were authorized to produce during the
6-month period up to 150 percent of the
number of batteries they sold for re
placement purposes during 1941.
Inventories restricted
Producers may manufacture, before
May 31.batteries from materials on hand
at the present time in minimum ampere

hour capacities other than those speci
fied. provided no additional material is
required and the material on hand can

not be used in batteries of the specified
capacities.

No producer is permitted to have in

Inventory on the first day in any month
a stock of batteries in excess of the

number sold by him during the 60-day

use over a base period. Director of In

prior approvalof the Directorof Industry
Operations. Since information on which
specific allotments could be based has
not yet been developed, this date has

been postponed to June 1 by Amendment
No. 9.

List P includes automotive parts, fan
belts, business machine rolls, parts for
motor-driven electrical apparattis. and
certain other items generally used in in
dustry.

The use of scrap or reclaimed rubber
which is permitted by the formula for
the month of May is 60 percent of an

fense Area).

the order or contract for the purchase

Sale and delivery restricted
After May 1, deliveries of material for

the manufacture of metal windows may
not be made except under the Produc
tion Requirements Plan.

Sale and delivery of metal windows is
permitted only for the following pur
poses:

1. On an order or contract rated A-10 or
higher.

delivery is per-

mltted on orders received on or before March
25, if the window is for use in a rated
project.

3, For use in a project to which a preference

rating has been assigned by the three HousIok
orders mentioned above.

4. Any manufactiu'er or distributor may
sell and deliver any metal window to any
other manufacturer or distributor,
★

★

★

WINDBLOWN FOR VICTORY

List P products during the last quarter
of 1941, plus 166% percent of the average

The WPB has restricted the amount of
metal to be incorporated in hairpins and
bobpins and regulated their length and
thickness in order to obtain the maxi

monthly consumption of crude rubber or
latex in the List F products in the same

mum number of such articles from the
amount of metal that may be used.

amount comprising the average monthly
consumption of reclaimed or scrap in

period.

The order is L-104, effective April 25.

★
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Fancy painting and
finishing of metal-working

MAGNESIUM CONTROL EXTENDED

machinery banned

Order M-2-b, which provides for com

The Director of Industry Operations

on April 25 extended until October 31

Fancy painting and finishing of metalworking machinery by machine tool build
ers were to be banned after April 30,

plete allocation of magnesium. The
order was due to expire on April 30.

April 27, provides that only one coat of
primer or sealer may be applied to new
metal-working equipment. No filler may
be applied and not more than two coats

of paint, enamel, or lacquer may beused.
Any color other than "old machine-tool
gray" for the final coat of paint is
prohibited.

The order was issued,the Board stated,
to reduce the time required for delivery
of machine tools and to free the space
now used for finishing, for more pro
ductive work.

*

*-

*

clarified April 27 in an ofBclal interpre
tation Issued by the Director of Industry

Suspension Order S-53 states that
between January 7 and March 9. 1942,
the Ternstedt Manufacturing Division of
General Motors used 10.259 pounds of
chrome steel in the manufacture of dec
orative mouldings for automobiles, and
that between January 24 and March 13,
1942, it used 9,239 pounds of primary

Operations.

aluminum and 11,492 pounds of sec

An exemption paragraph in Limitation
Order Lr-86, governing the installation of
liquefied petroleum gas equipment, was

The paragraph in question exempts

ondary aliiminum to produce radiator

from the terms of the order equipment
"Installed and In actual use prior to

grills and other body hardware, in viola

quires distillers to deliver specified quan
tities to rectifying plants for redistilla
tion into 190 proof alcohol.

Each producer also is required to re

port to the chemicals branch. WPB, the
quantity of high wine his distillery is
capable of producing and his entire
storage facilities.
★

★

FORMAL FLUORSPAR CEILINGS
Formal price ceilings for fiuorspar at
levels generally prevailing on January

2.1942, were announced April 30 by Price
Administrator Henderson.

The maximum prices—contained In Maxi
mum Price Regulation No. 126—become
effective May 11.

An Informal price cetllng for fluorspar,
coinciding lor the most part with the new
formal maxlmums. has been observed since
January 20. when all persons known to be

milling this

crystaUlne

mineral were requested not to exceed their
prices of January 2.
,
The Price Administrator saici that the

formal regulation was necessary to prevent

price Increases and to limit the prices of
companies

that

had

not

complied with the informal request.
Fluorspar Is Important to the war effort

by reason of its uses, among others. In the

manufacture of synthetic cryolite for mak

ing aluminum, and as a flux In the
manufacture of steel and ferro-alloys.

from manufacturing or producing any

machine repairs clarified

Preference Orders P-57 and P-107. The

*

★

replacement parts as defined in General
order is effective for three months.

An amendment to Preference Rating

Order P-56 issued April 13. 1942, added

explosives and explosive equipment to
the list of mining machinery and equip

ment in Schedule A of the order.

This

enables mine operators who have serial
numbers under the order to use an A-l-c

rating In obtaining repair parts for such

At the same time, the WPB announced
that it had investigated complaints re
ceived from various sources that Tern

stedt also was using large quantities of
copper, nickel and zinc In violation of
WPB orders. The Investigation showed
that Ternstedt's use of these metals did
not violate any then existing orders.

equipment.

Notfor ordinaryoperating supplies

*

The suspension order, effective May 2,

prohibits General Motors Corporation

Use of A-l-c for mining

★

Beverage alcohol from 100 to 189 proof,
known In industry as "high wine," April
28 was placed under complete allocation
control so it can be used to augment the
Nati^'s industrial alcohol supply.
Amendment No. 1 to Order M-69 re

tion of Supplementary Orders M-l-e and
M-21-d.

replacement parts for passenger auto
mobiles, light, medium, and heavy trucks,
truck trailers, passenger carriers, and
school bus bodies other than functional

complete allocation

Individuals or

materials.

CURIFIED

tion makes It clear that only equipment
withdrawn after April 1,1942, is exempt.

"High wine" placed under

producing and

uses of substantial quantities of scarce

GAS EQUIPMENT ORDER

drawn from such use." The interpreta

*

General Motors Corporation, Detroit.

"Mich., was cited May 1 by the WPB for
in a suspension order charging prohibited

April 1, 1942 . . . subsequently with
*

aluminum for decoration

wartime violation of priority regulations
*

the WPB announced April 27.

Umitation Order No. L-108, effective

General Motors punished
on charge of using chrome,

To clear up some confusion which has
arisen as a result of this amendment.
Dr. Wilbur A. Nelson, administrator of
the mining branch, explained April 28
that the A-l-c rating is applicable for

repairs to blasting machines and similar
machinery and equipment, but that the
rating may not be used for ordinary op
erating supplies such as black powder
and dynamite, to which the A-8 rating
remains applicable.

Mines which do not operate under

P-56 may use an A-10 rating under the

general repair, maintenance and operat
ing supplies order, P-100, to obtain ex
plosives. The amendment to P-56 does
not affect any existing priorities on ex
plosives and explosive equipment, nor
does It prevent any mine operator from
obtaining explosives In the same way as
before the amendment was Issued.

★

★

★

Dairy processors must use

repair ratings before June 30
The WPB April 27 amended Prefer
ence Bating Order No. P-118 to restrict
application of preference ratings by dairy

processors to orders for repair, mainte
nance and operating materials for use
before June 30, 1942, when the order
expires.
★

★

★

RADIOSONDES ORDER EXTENDED
Preference Rating Order No. P-38 cov

ering materials for the production of
radiosondes was extended April 29 to
June 30, 1942, by the WPB. The order.
Issued February 26, 1941, and amended
February 18, 1942, was due to expire
April 30.
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WPB cuts coffee deliveries to 75 percent;
war need for ships might affect supply
WPB on April 28 placed restrictions on
the distribution of the United States en
tire coffee supply.
The order reduces the amount of cof

fee which may be delivered by roasters
and the amount which may be accepted
by wholesale receivers during any month
to 75 percent of deliveries during the cor
responding period of 1941.

Ships Deeded for war
Hiis action was taken to conserve sup
plies now on hand for the Army, Navy,
and civilian population and to make fu
ture supplies go as far as possible. The
war has created uncertainties about futui-e supplies, since merchant ships that
normally transport coffee are needed to
carry war materials.

Practically all coffee received In the
United States comes from 14 South and
Central American countries, with Brazil
and Colombia alone supplying about 75
percent of the total. Present stocks of
green coffee in this country are about
normal.

Conservation Order M-135, issued April
28, specifically requires roasters and
wholesalers not to discriminate between
customers. The direct order does not at
tempt control at consumer levels, but re

ceivers affected by the order are expected
to pass the cut along to their customers
as equitably as possible.
A orders
Order M-135 and Supplementary Order

M-135-a, which fixes the percentage ol the

reduction Jn deliveries, restrict the amount of

coffee which may be dehvered by a roaster or

by anyone who has green coffee owned by

him roasted by another person. The amount
of coffee which may be accepted by a whole
saler. Jobber, or any representative of a retail
system of four or more stores is similarly re
stricted. "Wholesale receivers." as defined In
the orders. Include retailers or other users
(such as restaurants), whose purchases dur
ing 1941 averaged 2.000 pounds or more of
cofiee per month.

Each month, until further notice, a coffee
roaster may deliver 75 percent of his aver

age monthly deliveries In the coriespondiug
quarter of 1941, The quota also applies, on
a pro rata basis, to deliveries during the rest
of April. Deliveries against the quota for any
month may be begun not more than tea days
before the first day of that month.

Inventories under coDtroI
A wholesale receiver may not accept deliv

ery of any coffee which, together with his
stock on hand, would bring his total Inven

tory above the amount of his monthly quota.

If any receiver now has on hand more than

nls monthly quota of coffee, he may not accept

further dehverles imtil the excess Is disposed

of at B rate corresponding to the amount he
may receive under the quota.

If a wholesale receiver is also a roaster, hs

does not need to Include lu the calculation

Tea quota alternative

relieves seasonal hardship

of his inventory any coffee which has already
been roasted, or coffee which has been deliv
ered to retail stores.

Quota-exempt deliveries of coffee may be

WPB on May 1 Issued an amendment

to the tea order (M-111) and a new sup
plementary order (M-lll-b), relaxing

made to certain agencies and persons directly

some of the distribution provisions of the

connected with the war program. These In

original order.

clude :

The Army. Navy, Defense Supplies Corpora
tion, Veterans' Administration hospital and
homes, and any Lend-Lease agency: the
American Red Cross and the United Service

Organizations; operators of oceangoing ves
sels; and operators of camp restaurants, post
exchanges, and similar camp or ship services
for soldiers and sailors,
★

*

Ik-

Production and sale of
protective helmets curbed
Production and sale of protective hel

mets, except on order by an agency of
the United States or by one of the other

United Nations, was forbidden by the
WPB April 29 to prevent the waste of
critical materials and the manufacture

of helmets not conforming to safety
standards.

A protective helmet is defined in Limi

tation Order No. L-105, effective April
29, to include any head covering In
tended for civilian use during air raids.
The term does not include industrial,
official, police, fire department, or other
helmets not represented as a means of
civilian protection from the hazards of
war.

★

*

★

Worrell succeeds Luke on

The amendment will make available
more tea than would have been available

under the original order. The percent
age delivery to dealers remains the
same—that is, 50 percent of deliveries in
a 1941 base period—but the amended
order makes allowance for irregularities
in delivery schedules which would have
penalized some dealers unduly under the
• terms of the original order.
The amended order redefines a receiverprovides alternative base periods for com
puting quotas for May and Jime, to take
care of the seasonal marketing of tea' in
cludes bulk tea as well as packed tea; en
ables a packer to sell tea to any receiver*
extends quota exemptions on deliveries of
tea to the following agencies and persons con
nected with the war program: The Veterans*
Administration hospitals and homes: the

^erican Red Cress and the United Service
Organizations; operators of oceangoing ves
sels; and operators of camp restaurants, post
exchanges, and similar camp or ship services
for soldiers and sailors. Originally, quotaexempt deliveries were permitted only for
the Army, Navy, and Lend-Lease agencies
One of the alternative bases for comput
ing monthly quotas is the same as in the
original order. That is, the quotas for May
and June are 50 percent, each month of
average monthly deliveries in the correspond
ing calendar quarter of 1941.

Th£ other alternative basis is 25 percent

for each of the months of May and June
of the difference between deliveries in the

^st six months of 1941 and the first four

months of 1942. This alternative takes care
Ofsituations, particularly in the South wh'-re
deliveries are seasonal because of the uonu.
larlty of Iced tea.

pulp and paper committee
*

Rufus I. Worrell, president of Mead
Sales Corporation, Chlllicothe. Ohio, has

been appointed to the pulp and paper
industry advisory committee. He suc
ceeds D, L, Luke, Jr.
*

★

★

Use of totaquine banned except
as antimalaria agent
Distribution and use of totaquine,

★

Crown cap change rescinded
Amendment No. 1 to Conservation Or

der M-104 on glass container closures,
Issued April 23, was rescinded April 25 by
the Director of Industry Operations.
This action, effected by Amendment
No. 2 to the order, was taken because
adequate time was not provided for
crown cap manufacturers to secure cer

tificate forms for the shipment of caps

except as an antimalaria agent, was
prohibited by WPB April 30 in order to

with cork discs as required by Amend

prevent an evasion of the intent of Con

ment No. 1.

servation Order M—131 on quinine.
It was pointed out by the health sup
plies branch that after Issuance of the
original quinine order on April 4, some
drug manufacturers began to use tota
quine, which was not covered by the
terms of the order, for the same purposes
for which quinine had been prohibited.

Terms of the original order thus again
govern the manufacture of crown caps
for use on beer and beverage bottles.
Production of crown caps made of tinplate and temeplate for these bottles
was permitted to the extent that cork
was available until May 1, after which
date such production was to end.

★
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All heavy sole leather

Men's, boys' clothing, imports included,

set aside for military use

must follow amended rules after May 30

WPB on April 25 ordered the entire
stock and production of heavyweight
sole leather set aside to meet military
and Lend-Lease requirements for shoes.
Previously, 80 percent of such sole leath

ers was set aside, but that was found
insufficient.

The WPB leather and shoe section ex

plained that only heavyweight outersole leather is affected by the order, leav

ing for civilian shoes the entire supply
ordinary and lightweight out«rsoles.
the kind of soles used for most civilian

purposes except in heavy work shoes.
During the coming months, the de
mand for civilian shoes is not expected
to be as great as it was in 1S41 because
thousands of men who were in civilian
life last year are now in the Army. More
over, indications are that stores and con
sumersalready have large stocksof shoes
on hand. In addition, the number of
cattle on American farms now is close
to an all-time high, and cattle slaughter
in 1942 is expected to be at record pro

portions, Increasing the potential leather

All men's and boys' clothing sold or
delivered in this country after May 30,

1942. must comply with the restrictions
of the War Production Board except for
clothing put into the process of manu
facture before May 30. The only excep

tion to this ruling is second-hand cloth
ing.

While the manufacture in this country

of men's and boys' clothing has been sub
ject to WPB wool conservation restric
tions since March 30 under General Con
servation Order M-73-a, the original
order did not apply to men's and boys'
clothing Imported from other countries.
The order as amended April 27 will make
it necessary for clothing manufacturers
outside this country to comply with the

simplification order if their products are
to be sold or delivered in this country.
The-wcently issued WPB Order L-85 con
tains the same provision for clothing for
women and girls.

Replaces origiDal order
The order as amended April 27, which

supply.
*

*

*

Cotton textile orders for

industrial tape get A-2 rating

replaces the original M—73—a, in general
follows the lines of the original order.
However, it provides some new restric
tions and removes some of the restric
tions in the original order.

Changes Include the following:

In order to assure an adequate supply
of industrial cloth or tape, indispensable
as insulation in electrical cables and for
other essential purposes, the WPB has
issued an order (M-134) assigning a

cluded in the original order, are brought
under the restrictions. The maximum length
of a lumberjaclcet Is the same as a sackcoat—

preference rating of A-2 to purchase or
dersfor cottontextilefabrics fromwhich

man's macklnaw la 33 Inches. For a boys
size 18 It Is 30 inches, with other sizes In

tape is made.

and mackinaws are permitted to have two
lower Inside patch pockets of wool.
2 The amendment permits coats and overdoats to have a two-piece back with belt
stitched on In such a way that there Is no

★

*

★

Quick-freeze refrigerators
not covered by L-5 orders
The WPB orders in the L-5 series

governing the production and sales of

1. Lumfaerjackets and macklnaws. not In

29% Inches for a size 37 regular, 24'^ tnchss

lor a boy'ssize 14. with other sizes in normal
proportions. The maslmum length for a
normal proportions. Unllned lumberjackets,

overlay of wool cloth on wool cloth greater

than a half Inch on the upper and the lower
side of the belt. This Is intended primarily
for lumberjackets and macklnawa but may
be used on other coats and overcoats.

ReHgiout garb exempt

not apply to a low temperature me

3. Bestrlctlona of the order are removed
as to clothing, robes and vestments of re
ligious orders or sects, and to historical

chanical refrigerator designed for the

costumes for theatrical performances.

domestic mechanical refrigerators do

storage of frozen foods or for the quickfreezing of food, when the low tempera

ture compartment contains more than
75 percent of the total refrigeration
space, WPB said April 25 in an amend
ment (No. 2) to the order. Quick-freeze

refrigerators will be covered by another
order.

for girls' clothing in order L-85. This new
section of the order provides that:

(a) In sizes 2 to 10. a suit. Jacket,
mackinaw. topcoat, or overcoat may not
be made with separate or attached hood,

scarf, helmet, cap, mittens, gloves, or

purse of the same or matching material.

However, a macklnaw or a Jacket may

have an atucbed hood If It Is made with
out a collar.

(b) A snow or ski suit in sizes 2 to

10. inclusive, may not have a wool cloth
lining, a separate or detachable hood,
a collar tf an attached hood U used, an

attached hood of wool cloth lined with

wool cloth, more than one pair of panta

or leggings, self or contrasting wool belt

more than two Inches wide, or separate
or attached cape, muff, scarf, bag. hat,
coat, or mittens of the same or matching
material.

Tailors' cuffs banned May 9
6. The amendment advances from May 30

to May 9 the effective date of the cuff pro

hibition on merchant tailors and tallors-Wthe-trade. The original order provided that
the restrictions under the order, effective on
March 30 for manufacturers, would not be
come effective as to these tailors until May
30. The two-month extension was given w

tailors to put them on an equality with cloth
ing merchants who. It was thought, had on

hand a two-month supply of ready-made
clothing manufactured prior to the Issuance
of the simplification order. This, however,

gave taUors an advantage In the matter of

finishing trousers with cuffs and also
^
source of many attempted violations of the
order The amendment waa Intended to put
an end to that advantage, but gave these
tailors more than a week to make arrange

ments to put orders on hand Into proceM,
which will allow them to be completed with

out any kind of restrictions.
The amendment also limits the turn-up at
the bottom of trousers to three inches. Since

the purpose of the no-cuff provision Is to save
wool cloth, nothing would be gained if the

equivalent of a cuffwereused in the turn-up.
★

★

*

Curb on iron, steel continued
for domestic cooking appliances
Limitation Order Ii-23 on domestic

cooking appliances has been extended
for a 15-day period beyond May I to per

mit the conclusion of further studies on
a comprehensive order to replace L-23.

Supplementary Order L-23-a permits
manufacturers to use iron and steel in
the production of domestic cooking ap

4 Leisure and loafer coats, work pants,
slack-iult trousers, work overcoats, fingertip
coats, and similar type garments are specifi

pliances in amounts equal to Vi of quotas
assigned for a 3-month period by the
original order. Manufacturers may also
use during the additional 15-day period

restrictions, A WPB interpretation of Amend
ment No. 1 of the original order mentioning

callyD\entioned In the order as coming under

all or any part of quotas granted as a
result of appeals under the original order.

them by name had already made it clear

Quotas for use of iron and steel under

clothing to include sizes from 2 to 10, inclu
sive, corresponding with a similar category

ing on April 30.

that they were covered.
_
5. A new category Is set up under boys

li-23 were fixed only for the quarter end

★
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PRIORITY ACTIONS *4^4;

Answers on
Priorities

Subject

1. Q. Does the Production Requirements
PJan in any way compel the elimina
tion of PD-IA certificates?

A. The PRP does not compel the elim
ination of PD-IA certificates. It does,
however, forbid producers who are
operating under it, from using any
ratings other than those assigned by
the plan.

Order No.

Related fom

Issued

Expiration

Rating

date

Agricultural bags:
&. Cotton textile fabrics for use as:
1. Amended to inolude a few addl

I lonal commoclit jes for which nicb

agriculiurnl bags may b« us«]

M-107

amend

1-27-42

M-69 amend
No. 1.

4-3e-42

No.l.

Alcohol:

a. Distilled spirits:
1. Bevcrase alcohol from 100 lo 169

proof placcd under complete al-

locallon control:<lislill€r5reguired
to deliver specified Quantities to
rectifyinp lUajits tor redistillation
into 190 proof alcoliol.
Cbenimls:

2. Q. What provision is made for pro
ducers and distributors to keep their
plants and equipment In working
order?

a. PolyvinyJ chloride:

1, AH rubber substitutes of tbe
ceiicrel type of Koresenl aod

Vinyliie made subject to direct

M-10

amend.

No. 2.

allocAtion.
Coffee:

a. ConserTaiion order:

A. A special P order, P-100, replacing

the old order P-22, permits specified
producers and distributors, such as
manufacturers, wholesalers, and ware
housemen to use an A-10 rating to ob
tain repair, maintenance, and operat
ing supplies.
3. Q. What materials ai-e excluded from

the terms "repair." "maintenance,"
and "operating supplies" In the sense
of P-100?

A. Since the primary purpose of P-100
Is to enable producers, as defined by
the order, to maintain their property
and equipment, the above does not in
clude replacement of existing equip
ment, except for piirposes of repair,
or materials incorporated in a man
ufactured product, or items such as
typewriters or
chines, or fuel.

other business ma
e

4. Q. Is the maximum permissible in
ventory under L-63 uniform for all
suppliers?

]. Reduces Amount of coffee which

may be delivered by roasters and

M-I35..

the amount wliich may be accept
ed by wliolesfiie receivers during
My month to 7Spercent of deliver

ies durinp

the

conespondini

r-eriod of 19<1,

b. Siysplementary order:
1. files iiercent^e of reduction in
deliveries.

M-135-a

4-28-42

L-86 int. No. 1.

4-27--42

Liquefied petroleum gasequipmeol:

a. Exerapti^D pararrapb d(U-i6cd—
makes ii clear that only equipment

JO-31-42.

witbrirsTrn after Apr. 1. iW^ is

exempt.

Maimesiun.:

8. Extension
Metal bairpios and metal bob pins:

B. Restricts amount of metai is pro
duction and regulates lecElfi and
thickness.
Metal windows:
a. Permits manufacture

of

base

ment windows aod residential-type
easements for use in certain rated

M-J-b extended

4-25-42

L-104

*-2S-i2

Li-77ameDd. No.
1.

bousisg projects: authorizes iiianu>

faeture of metal windows composed
wholly of materials io a mscufac-

torcr's inrentory prior tn Mar.

lor use in fl project to which a pref
erence ratine has been assigned by
P-55. P-19-d or P-llO.

Metal workiuR equipjuent

(finishes

on):

a. Only l coat of primer or sealer
may be applied to new metd-work-

L-I08.

4-27-42

Explanation of

4-28-42

iflg ^ulpment; no filler may be
applied and not more tbaa 2 coats

of paint, enamel, or lacquer may b«
used.

Any color other than "old

machine-tool pray" for final coat

A. Wholesalers and distributors In
eastern- and central-time zones are
required, under L-63. to limit the total

value of their inventories at any given
moment to twice the value of sales

shipped from stock during the second
preceding month, while those in other
time zones must limit the total value
of their inventories to three times the
corresponding amount.

of paint prohibited.
Mioing machinery and equipment:
a. A-l-e ratinjr applicable for repairs
lo Masting macbices and similar

maeblnery and equipment, but rstinit may not be used for ordinary
operatin!! supplies such as black

amend. No. 6
toP-56.

powder and dynamite, to which the
A-8 ratine rcmsios epplicable.
Cookine aprJiances CDnmcstic):
a. Simplementary order:

J. Extends L-23 for a IS-day period
beyond Mny 1; permits manufccttirers to use iron and steel in pro

duction

of

domestic

L-23-a.

4-25-42

cooking

appliances in fttnount.' equeJ to
one-eiplith of quoiajs assieaed for

a 3-mcnth period by the orig
inal order.

★

★

*

Corsets, eoinblnBtions snd brassierrs:
a. Reduces amount of elajstie fabric

that may he used by tpproximately

LEAD POOL UNCHANGED

L-90.

SO percent. Mantifneturcr prohib

ited frnm using any rubber yam

and elcstic thread {rozen unrfer

The May lead pool was set at 15 per
cent of March production by the Director

of Industry Operations May 1. The per
centage is unchanged from previous,
months.

order M-124.

b. EupplemcDtary order:
1. Quot.15 for remRlcder of month

L-90-a.

of April IH?.
Cotton:

a. Cotton textile fabrics for use as in

dustrial cloth or tape:
]. To conserve supply nod dimt
dirtribotion—inventories of tape

M-134.

A-2.

★

May S, 1942

Order No.

Subject

Belated form

VICTORY

Issued

27

★

EiplratloD
date

Rating

handle power shortages

anywhere ia U. S.

muia/acturers restricted to » 60-

day supply of"grey goods"(t«ch-

nlcally, gruiee goods)—fabrics
suitable tor tape but oot put lota
process of msDufacture of tapft—
or a 30-dav supfily Of partially

The War Production Board on May 1

processed ciuth.

Dairy products:

P-llS

a. Kestricta application of prefereoce

ratings by dairy processors to orders

-27-42

amend,

MO-42

No. 1.

ing materials for use before June 30,

F.lcctric lamps and shades (portable):

L-33

a. Extends by 39 days period in wnicu

metal, metal parts, lamp cords, aad
slUc may bv used in manuFactuceof

amend.

<-30-43

No. 1.

portable lamps and lamp shades.
Such materials must bave been

fabricated or semirabficated form

ing nonessential uses.

in the inventory of the manufacturer

or bis supplier prior to War. 23,1W2.
a. F&e-protective equipment:
1. Prohibits transfer, sale, or use of

L-3n

amend.

4-27-42

No, 1,

all 2^5-inch brass Qre-hOse cou

becomes a power shortage area.

plings etccpt onspecificauttiQrljatlon: prohibits use of coppcr In

Two main lines of action

antifreeze eitinguisbers.
Fluorescent lighting Qxturcs:

amend.

-23-42

amend.

4-2M2

amend.

4-24-42

L-Sl amend, to

4-2»-42

The second part of the program, which
will be put into operation when and
where a shortage occurs, establishes ma

P-eS-a revoked..

4-25-42

chinery for mandatory curtailment of
power for commercial and industrial con

P-103-a revoked.

4-2S-42

sumers.

L-76

a. Bases restrictions on production

Two main lines of action against power
shortages are set out in the order. The
first, which goes into operation at once,
requires utilities to operate their sys
tems in a way that will produce the
maximum amount of power from their

No, 1.

gad sale of small fixtures, and sets a

definite closing date on manufac
ture of other types.
lather:

a. Sole leather:

M-80

1. Sets aside eatire stock and pro

No. 2.

duction of heavyweiebt sole
leather to meet military and
for

present capacity.

sbocs.

Motor carriers:

tr-l-a

a. Motor Trucks, truck trailers and
passenger carriers.

No. 7.

trucks except tor delivery to

is needed most.

dealers.

, ,,

,

,

,

a. Restrictions on delivery of natural

Exhibit A

and mixed natural and manufac

(No. 2).

tured gas to consumers extended to

parts ofsli mldwestornSlates.

Petroleum:

In general, this calls

for integrating or tying together the sys
tems to permit transfer of power from
one locality to another where the power

L Rescindsprobibitlonagalastput
ting tires and tubes on new heavy
Natural gas:

Curtailment of

electricity for regular consumers, how
ever. will not take place until an area

Kire-flgbttag apparatus:

requirements

In this country.

wide application which may affect every
user of electric power in the country.
The purpose of the order Is to assure a
steady flow of power to war industries
and essential civilian services by curtail

^

Lend-Lease

A-2; A-3.

set up machinery to handle power short
ages wherever and whenever they occur
It issued an order (L-94) of Nation

for repair, malntcQance.and operat
1W2.

WPB sets up machinery to

. ,

t. Material for producing, refining,

transportation and marketing of

petroleum outside United States

limits—revocation of order.

b. Materials tor operation of Stand

Provision Is also made for cur

tailment of residential consumers.

ard Oil Co. of New Jersey—revoca
tion of order.

Plumbing and beating equipmeat;

a. Vapor and vacuum heating spe

*

cialties:

1. Requires simnlification of vapor

L-42Bcbedule8.

and vacuum ncatlng specialties
water

heaters:

L-42 schedule 9-

1. Storage tanks for hot water heat

4-25-42

ers of the kind used la most homes
will be mfg'd. in only three sites

The WPB April 30 extended by 39

after May 15.

Protectlve helmets:

^

.

a. Prevents production and sale ol

excepton order by an agencyof the

United States or one ot tbe other
United Nations.

Radios and pboaograpbs:
a. Radiosondes:
1. Extension

-

tlefrigerators (domesticmecaanical):
a. Orders ia L-5 series do not apply

to a low temperature mechanical

P-S8 extended...

4-2»-42

L-S amend. No.

4-25-42

2.

refrigerator designed for storage of
troten foods or for quick-freetinf of
food, when the low temperature
spaoe.

a. Materlalsentoring into production
Ofreplacement parts tor passenger
IM-b.

fabricated parts.

biles aod iigbt trucks.
.

..

during May ia a spcciflc list of

M-l5-b amend.
No. 9.

articles will cootinne to be limited

to 60 percent of a formula based on

average monthly use over a bate
period.

was granted in Amendment No. 1 to
L-33 to permit manufacturers and sup

pliers to use up fabricated and semi-

rials io manufacture ot storage
batteries tor passenger automo

a. Use of scrap and reclaimed rubber

been in fabricated or semifabricated form
in the inventory of the manufacturer
or his supplier prior to March 23. 1942.

April 22. Tne extension to May 31.1942.

Replacement parts:

Rubber:

»-«0-t2..

days the period in which metal, metal
parts, lamp cords, and silk may be used in
the manufacture of portable lamps and
lamp shades. Such materials must have

Under the original order (L-33). none
of these materials could be used after

compartment contains mote than
76 percent of total refrigeration

automobiles and light trucks:
L To conserve lead, antimony,
rubber and other critical mate

★

Makers of portable lamps,
shades given more time

after June IB.

b. Direct fired gas storage

★

4-2M2

{Continued on pag* 21).

A manufacturer may not produce dur-

mg May more lamps or shades than 50
percent of his total quota for May and
June, which was fixed in the original
order at 60 percent of the 1940 rate.

★
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Rubber substitutes subject

•From April 22
•Through April 30

PRIORITY ACTIONS

to direct allocation
All rubber substitutes of the general

(.Continued from page 27)

type of Koroseal and Vinylite have beea

made subject to direct allocation by the
Subject

WPB by Amendment No. 2 to General
Preference Order M-10.

The order as originally issued in June
1941 and as amended last December in-

ring
Sewi

Order No.

Related form

Issued

ExplrstloB
date

machines (dotocstic):

Maoutacturers tuey produce Dew
macbioes aod attRchmeats antil

eluded only polymerized vinyl chloride

JuDe li at a rate of 75 pcrccst ol
1940 rate. Machiocs completely

and its co-polymer with vinyl acetate,
containing 92 percent or more of vinyl
chloride. The April 29 amendment brings
under the restriction all co-polymers of
polyvinyl chloride and all co-polymers
and polymers of vinyl chloride.

assembled prior to June 15 may be
InstalleU In cablncts or portable
cases a/ter cut-off date, provided
Uiey come wltbin the 75 pcrcent

L-98.

Until

re

voked.

quota.
Steel and iron:

a. Requires filing of PD-73 with all

M-21 ameod. No. PD-73.

purchase orders (w steel and iron

4-29-42

i.

froducts to be delivered before
une 1; will not be neccssao' for a

producer to sccuro the certifica
★

★

tion (which will replace PD-73

★

beginning June I) Iq cases of or

ders previously placed to fill Lend-

Rubber situationto be explained
to public in meetings

Lease, other export or warehouse
reguirenieDts, inasmuch as these

cla^sificetions remain itie sarae as
in PD-73.

Suppliers inventory order:
B. nemores health supplies from list

Lr-63 amend. No.

of products subject to control.

A series of meetings in principal cities
throughout the United States to explain
the seriousness of the rubber situation to
shippers, truckers, tire dealers and the
general public has been arranged by the
Office of Defense Transportation and the
Office of Price Administration.

The first meeting in Boston, May 11,
will be followed by one in New York the
next day. Succeeding meetings are
scheduled for Philadelphia, May 13,
Atlanta on the 15th, Cincinnati on the
18th, Chicago the 19th, Kansas City the
20th, Dallas the 22d, Denver the 25th,

4-27-42

1.

Tin:

t. Tinplate aod terneplate closures
lor plass containers:
I. Further restricts manufacture of

M-I04 amend.

crown cnns for beer aod other

PD-584.

4-23-42

No. 1.

beverage bottles during the bal
ance of April.

b. Tinpiateand terncpisteclosuresfor
flass con twicers:

L Repeals amendment Ko. 1 enlireiy; production of crown caps

Amend. No. 1

(repealed)

frmitted to the extent that cork

ameod. No. 2.

available until May 1, after
which date such production is to

end.

Wool:

Woolclothlogfor men aod boys:
1. Allmen's and boys'clotbingsold

M-78-b

or delivered in this couDtry after

as

4-27-^2.

amend. Apr.

May SCmust comply withrestric-

27.1942.

tions of WPB except for clothiog

put into process of manufacture

before May 30;second-hand cJothlog excep{«d.

Salt Lake City the 27th, Seattle the 29th,
San Pi'ancisco June 1, and Los Angeles
SUSPENSION OBDESS

June 3.
★

★

*

Company

Stocks of rubber yarns, elastic
threads frozen indefinitely

No.

Violation

elastic threads in the hands of manufac

turers.

Issued

Uon

date

Aluminum

and

S-32

Msfmesium, Inc.,
Candusky, Ohio.

Unauthorized

deliveries

of

42,063 pounds of aluminum,
and ddiberaie misrepresen
tation in reports.

The WPB has extended indefinitely an
order freezing stocks of rubber yarns and

Expira-

Penalty

Prohibited nntil Sept. 30 from
melting any aluminum for use

4-25-42

9-30M2

4-23-^2

7-28-42

4-26-42

S-M-42

in deoxidizteg or alloying steel,
or

entering into contracts to

deliver any aluminum for these
Tanglefoot Co.,
Grand Rapids,

e-3s

Applied

for

and

received

priority assistance in acqui

Micb.

sition

of

materials

for

$64,269.44, by representing

llie original order, M-124, ex

that the materials was es

sential to the completion of

pired at midnight April 29.

an Army coniract.

It was

purposes.

No deliveries of auy material to
the company shall be accorded

any preference ratinifs, and no
allocation of restricted materials
shall be made for a period of
three months.

later discovered that the
*

★

total value of the contract
was $4S.fiO, and that the

★

company made use of the

rated deliveries to compiete

Form PD-73 required with all
iron, steel purchase orders

not only its Army contract,
but also to

Levittes A Sons, 36 8-86
East 31st St., New

The filing of Form PD-73 with all pur
chase orders for steel and iron products
to be delivered before June 1 is required
by the terms of amendment 4 to General
Preference Order M-21, announced
April 29 by the WPB.

fill orders to

which no j)refcrence ratings
had been assigned.

Used large quantities of goose
and duck feathers, the entire

York, N. Y.

supply which is reserved for

sleeping bags for the armed
forces, in

tne manufacture

of upholstered furniture.

Prohibited from

acccpting de

liveries of any goose or duck

feathers, or making shipments
of any orticln Mntaining these
materials.

No

deliveries

to

them will be accordcd prefer

ence ratings and no allocations

SusqoehaDDa

Woolen Co., New
Cumberland, Pa.

S-S9

Put is process approximately
40.000 pounds of wool, of

which 16,000 pounds were

of restricted materials will be
made to them for a 4-mooth
period.

Prohibited fromputting into pro&
ess aov wool, yam or cloth for
Donmilitory orders for a period

MMl

★
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Expira

Penalty

Violation

CompaDy

used (or DoodefcQse ordera,
despite limitatioDS o( 18,132

pounds of wblcb only S,068
pouDds were to be used for
Failure to use chemicals for

purpose speci&ed

Inc., New York,

in con-

nectioD with F-39; unaa-

N. y.

thoriiod sale of chemicals

and extension of preference
rstinES,
Rods Cbemicals,
N. Y.

8-43

Acting as ueot for Acme
Cbemieal Co., made unaothorited sales and contracts
for sales.

public announcements made by the OPA

erence ratings, and uo sliocation

end its predecessors over the period of

of restricted materials will be
10-2S-43

For a period of 8 mooths, no

preference ratings shall be as

Salej

&

8-M

Willful violation of tbe cello-

^ana limitation order by

Equlpmeat Cor
poration. New

maoufacturbs cellophane
packages for textile prod

y«k. N. Y.

ucts.

ties were carried out under Executive
orders of President Roosevelt was an

shall be made to it.
10-23-42

For a period of Gmonths, no pref
erence ratings shall be assigned
to delivery of any material, and

nounced May 2. by OPA.

The digest—a 127-page booklet en

no allocation of any material
restricted by WPB shall be

titled

Priority assistance withdrawn; 4-30-42
prohibited from accepting or

5-31-24

"Federal

Price

Control"—covers

the period from July 1, 1940, when Mr.
Henderson was acting as Price Stabiliza

delivering any cellophane or
similar transparent material

tion Commissioner in the National De

derived from cellulose; after 10-

fense Advisory Commission, up to Feb

day grace period enjoined from

ruary 11, 1942, when he took the oath of

cutting or prncessing any cello
phane.

office as Price Administrator under the

Emergency Price Control Act of 1942.

PRIORITIES REGULATIONS

Embodying as it does a comprehen
sive digest in convenient form, indexed
and cross-indexed for ready reference,
the booklet is expected to be of consid
erable value to business establishments,
trade and industry associations, pur

Ooverti issuance and use of ratines for export whenever appropriate

Prioritie.'Reg.

slightly more than 1 year and 7 months
in which Federal price-control activi

signed to delivery of any ma
terial, and no allocation of any
material restricted by WPB

made to it.
F.Tcrctt

127-page indexed digest
issued covering OPA releases
Issuance of an indexed digest of all

of 3 months; no deliveries to tbe

company will bo assigned pref
made while order is in effcct.

nondefense orders.

Acme Chemical Co.,

tion
date

forms areapprovedfor spocifleo industriesorproducts. Aprefer
ence rating assigned under its terms to a product for export may

not be applied without en export license or other authorization to
export, and tbe rating will be automatically cancelled If tbe export
license or authorization is revoked.

chasing organizations, schools, colleges,

New industry advisory committees
The Bureau of Industry Advisory Com

students, researchers, and librarians.

Baltimore Press, Baltimore, Md.; J. J. Bros-

mittees, WPB, has announced the for

sard. Container Corporation of America, Chi
cago. 111.; W. D. Lane, Eggerss-OTlyng Co.,

mation of the following new Industry

Omaha. Nebr.; Norman P. Greenway, Robert
Galr Co., Inc., New York. N. Y.; Bruce H.

advisory committees;

Bacon, Spltzer Paper Box Co.. Toledo. Ohio;
V. C. Hobbs, Flbreboard Products. Inc., San

BABT CARRIAGE INDUSTRY ADVISORY

Francisco, Calif.
★

★

★

Government presiding oflBcer—^Louis C.

FERTILIZER PUT UNDER

Members:

Harvey Hartroaa, vice president, Hartman
Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo.; B. Lederman, presi
dent, Leader Baby Carriage Co., New York.
N- Y.; Wm. Reusch, president, George Cooper

Mfg. Co.. 362 Jefferson Avenue, BrooUyn,
N. Y.; George A. Keyworth. president, Col
lier Keyworth Co., Gardner, Mass.; W. B.
Steams, general superintendent. Heywood
Wakefield Co.. Gardner, Mass.; W. N. Much-

more, secretary, Prank P. Taylor Co.. Nor
wood.

Cincinnati,

Ohio;

Paul R. Holmaa,

president, P. A. Whitney Carriage Co., LeooiInster, Mass.; Wm. Troendle, president, Thayer
Co., Gardner, Mass.; Carl Hedstrom, Jr., presi
dent, Hedstrom Union Co. Gardner, Mass.;

A. D. Welsh, president, Welsh Co.. St. Louis,
Mo.

FOLDING BOX COMMITTEE

Government presiding officer—William
W. Pitzhugh, chief, folding and setup box
section, containers branch.
Members:

A. G. Ballenger, Morris Paper Mills, Chi

cago, HI-: Joseph P. Thomas. U. S. Printing
tt Lithographing Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio; P. P.
Burroughs, Trenton Folding Box Co.. Tren
ton, N. J.; Sidney L. Wellhouse, National

PERMANENT CEILING
The Nation's farmers were assured by

Price Administrator Henderson April 30
that the prices they pay for mixed fer

sale by the Superintendent of Docu
ments. Government E*rinting Office,
V7ashlngton, D. C., at 20 cents per copy.
★

★

★

New export rating plan
A new method of assigning preference

ratings to orders for export was adopted
April 25 by WPB. Immediate applica

since February under a previous maxi
mum price regulation.

tion of the new method is limited to ex

Maximum Price Regulation No. 135 in

effect continues the provisions of Tem
porary Maximum Price Regulation No.
1, which applied to the same kinds of
fertilizers and which expired on April 27,
1942. The permanent regulation became
effective April 28.
Under a new provision for adjustable

pricing, a person may offer or agree to
adjust prices to, or not in excess of, the
maximum prices in effect at the time of
delivery upon application to, and ap
proval by, the OPA. This changes limi
tations

of

the

temporary

regulation

whereby conditional agreements provid

National Folding Box Co., New Yorlc, N Y.;

ing for the adjustment of a price to a

Co., Keainy, N. J.; Leonard Dalssmer, Lord

How

tilizer, superphosphate, and potash will
be stabilized at the levels prevailing

Paper Co., Atlanta, Ga.: Walton D. Lynch.
William B. Leavens. Jr., Wilkata Folding Box

booklet are no longer available.

ever, copies of the formal price sched
ules and rationing regulations and their
amendments, all of which are itemized
in special sections can be got from OPA.
The booklet is being placed on general

COMMnTEE

Upton.

The foreword emphasizes that many
of the press releases indexed in the

higher price were prohibited.

ports for petroleum enterprises outside
the United States and Canada.

Priorities Regulation No. 9, issued by

the Director of Industry Operations, will

govern issuance and use of ratings for
export whenever appropriate forms are
approved for specified industries or prod
ucts. The most important provision of
the regulation is that a preference rat

ing assigned under its terms to a product
for export may not be applied without

an export license or other authorization
to expoi^t, and the rating will be auto

matically canceled if the export license
Tliis will
help to prevent burdening transportation

or authorization is revoked.

and-dock facilities with materials which
cannot be exported.

★
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CIVILIAN DEFENSE ...
Volunteers' efforts recognized by
creation of new Citizens' Service Corps;
Civil Air Patrol gets Federal status
Provision for the organization of a new
United States Citizens Service Corps and
formal recognition of and basic regula
tions for the United States Citizens De
fense Corps and the Civil Air Patrol are
contained in a new series of administra

tive orders and regulations issued April
30 by Director James M. Landis xmder

cut distinction as to race, color, creed, or sex

and that appointment shall be made by local
authorities, based entirely on ability to per
form the prescribed duties.

£lig:ibility of resident aliens
Resident aliens of Germany. Italy, and

Japan are ineligible for membership in the
United States Citizens Defense Corps except
where State Defense Councils, acting on the
favorable recommendation ol the particular
local defense council, may declare an alien

the new I'residentlal Executive order for
the OfBce of Civilian Defense. Certain

of enemy nationality to be eligible when his
loyalty Is satisfactorily established. Resi

classes of persons not enrolled in any of

for

these services who may wear arm bands
during a blackout are also designated.
In essence, the orders accomplish the
following:
1. Gtve official status to the Citizens De

fense Corps for the first time, and prescribe
standards of eligibility and training for mem

bership: the regulations provide that no per

dent aliens of other countries are eligible

membership except that local defense
councils may declare any alien Ineligible If
the Interest of the United States so requires,
taking into account his reputation for loyalty.
Approved courses of training must be satis
factorily completed and an oath to defend the
Constitution and perform all the required
duties, including a statement that a member
does not advocate the overthrow of the Con

stitution by force or violence are among the
requirements. Certificates of membership

son who is not ft member may wear the

wUI be Issued to enrolled members.

official insignia or receive or use Federal pro

fense councils or the Director of OCD may
terminate or suspend membership of any
member improperly appointed or trained or

tective equipment to be Issued by the Office
of Civilian Defense.

50 hours of work required
2. Create a new U. S. Citizens Service Corps
for official recognition of volunteers who have

completed 50 hours of work in such activities

Local de

any member who fails to perform his duties.

In this connection It Is pointed out that the
community may continue to permit such per
sons to set in Its protective service but that

they will be deprived of membership In the
U. S. Citizens Defense Corps and the right

as conservation, War Bond sales, salvage, edu
cation, health, consumers' services, etc.. or

to use its insignia.

scribed training courses In volunteer war ac

plies and equipment to be procured from the

for those who have completed certain pre

tivities other than the protective services.
3. Make official provisions for special in

signia which

will permit doctors, nurses,

In order to assure that the Federal sup
persons qualified and trained under the basic

standards of training, the rules proWde that
no such equipment can be distributed to per
sons whose appointment and training have
not met these standards. The purpose of
this regulation Is to assure maximum protec

Must meet basic traiDiDg standards

tion for civilians.

will they be permitted to receive pro

that conform to the new basic regula
tions which become effective June 1,1942,
may of course adopt provisions to meet
special needs if not inconsistent with the
regulations.

V. 8. CITIZENS DEFENSE CORPS^

slgne of the U. S. Citizens Service Corps.
Failure to perform duties esjigned is ground

for dismissal by the local defense council.
The new inslgne for the members of the
U. S. Citizens Service Corps consist of a red

V in the center of a white triangle with a

small red C and D placed on the sides of

the V, the usual white triangle to be embossed on a circular field cl blue.
Members of the U. S. Citizens Service

Corps are entitled to wear their inslgne either
as a lapel button or pin. They are not how
ever. authorized to use the brassard or sleeve

band which entitle members of the protec

tive services of the U. S. Citizens Defense
Corps to be In the streets during a blackout.
in

CIVILIAN DEFENSE AUXILIARY GROUP

This is a group of professional or specialized
persons who are not otherwise members of
the Citizens Defense Corps but whose busi

ness or profession might require that they

be permitted to travel on the streets during
a blackout or air raid. Upon the authority
of the local defense council, these persona
wlU be designated In advance and given the

right to wear arm bands which will be Jn
essence "passes" to permit uanslt on official
business. The arm bands wlU bear as a
special inslgne, the basic OCD Inslgne of the

letters CD In a triangle within a circle ex
cept that the letters will be In blue Instead
of red.
IV

CIVIL AIR PATROL

The Civil Air Patrol is confirmed In the
new order as an Integral corps of the OCD.
Civil Air Patrol Is comprised of volunteer

pilots and ground personnel usually operat
ing in close cooperation with military au
thority in the various States.

U. S. CITIZENS SERVICE CORPS

The U. S. Citizens Service Corps for the first
time formally organizes the men and women

of all ages who volunteer under their local

defense councils for work outside of protec
tive services and who meet certain prescribed
standards of qualifications, training, and
work. This corps will be supervised nation
ally by the Civilian Mobilization Branch of
CCD

Membership qualifications
Qualifications for membership Include com

pletion of prescribed training courses, officially
approved by the local defense council, or com

pletion of a prescribed apprenticeship devised
by the local Civilian Defense Volunteer Office,
or completion of SO hours of work where no

The new regulations prescribe that all citiBeas shall be eligible for membership with-

Appointment to the U. 8. Citizens Service
Corps is to be made by the local defense
council and each person appointed must
take an oath to defense and uphold the
Constitution of the United States and to
perform all duties to which he is asslBned.
Members are entlUed to a certificate of
membership and to wear a newly adopted In-

n

In announcing these new regulations,

tective equipment under the recent $100,000,000 grant from Congress unless the
basic standards of training are complied
with. He pointed out that communities

ble for membership In the U. S. Clt'zens

Service Corps.

$100,000,000 appropriation are used only by

newspaper reporters and photographers,
members of the clergy, undertakers and
others to carry on essential services or duties
during the course of a blackout or ait raid.

Mr. Landis made it clear that defense
workers in protective services will not be
entitled to wear the official Insignia nor

quired number of hours are immediately eligi

specific training Is required in a position ap
proved by the local defense council through Its
volunteer office. Persons already servhig in
such positions who have completed the re

INSIGNIA

Under the act of Congr.-ss dated January
27. 1942, and the Executive order issued by
the President, the Director of the Office of

Civilian Defense is authorized to prescribe
official Insignia, the unauthorized use of which

Is a Federal offense. The new rules pro

hibit the use of the simple CD arm band

frequently used by trainees and other per
sons by Local Civilian Defense Groups, and
all prior orders and instructions relative to
the use of the CD arm band are rescinded.

The Insignia regulations provide that only
licensed manufacturers may make and sell
articles of identification embodying any pre
scribed OCD Insignia, such as lapel buttons
and pins, automobile plates, and arm bands.
To guard against unauthorized use of the In
signia. the rules further provide that all dis
tribution must be tlircugh the local defens#
councils. Any unauthorized use of insignia
will be prosecuted.
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TRANSPORTATION...
Eastman calls for Nation-wide transport
organization, enlists governors, mayors
Joseph B. Eastman, Director of the
OfBce of Defense Transportation, April
28 called for immediate organization of

Responsibility for

national direction

Joseph B. Eastman, Director of De
fense Transportation. April 23 issued a

and coordination of the program has

general order curtailing local delivery
services as a means of conserving trans*
portation facilities and equipment.

a Nation-wide war transportation pro

by the National Highway Traffic Advisory
Committee to the War Department, un

The call was issued simultaneously to

to save facilities, equipment

been assumed at Mr. Eastman's request

gram.

Aid sought ifrom each State, town

Local deliveries curtailed

der the chairmanship of Commissioner
of Public Roads Thomas H. MacDonald.

Special services affected
The order (General Order ODT No. 6)

the governors of every State and to the
mayors and other chief executives of
every town and city with a population of

Each governor Js requested to place
administration of the program in the

prohibits most special deliveries and
"call-backs," and limits the number of

hands of the State Highway Traffic Ad
visory Committee and to designate the

10.000 or more.

chairman as liaison between the State

deliveries and the mileage of local de
livery carriers.
Effective May 15. local carriers are for

Plans also are under way to mobilize

and national committees.

bidden to make any special deliveries ex

The mayor or other chief executive of
every city, borough, or town with a popu

cept to hospitals and the armed forces

country's passenger transportation facil

lation of 10.000 or more is requested to
appoint an administrator to take charge

ities.

of the program locally.

gency deliveries of supplies necessary to
protect the public health, life and safety.
As of the same date, the order pro

the smaller communities and rural areas

in the first systematic drive to get the
most efficient service possible from the

In letters to governors and mayors in

every State, Mr. Eastman declared:
Any break-down in our local transporta
tion facilities, including the neces-ary use

of automobiles needed to get war workers to

their Jobs, will seriously interfere with the
war production program.

Immediate steps must be taken by each

State acd by each community to insure
the continued and efficient operapion of all

Manual describes master plan

day or to make collections and forbids

problems in each phase of the program
are provided in a manual containing the
ODT's master plan which will be sent to

carriers to make more than one delivery
to any one person in a single day. How
ever, if deliveries to one person are so

the State and local administrators as soon

large as to require more than one
vehicle, they may be considered as a
single delivery.

as they have been designated.

The plan calls for staggering of hours

and to the maintenance of essential civilian

on a community-wide basis, replacing the

The plan proposed by Mr. Eastman
has two main objectives:

2. To Increase the efficiency of mass trans

portation.

Emergency

transportation

haphazard, piecemeal attempts made
along this line in a number of communi
ties.

1. To prolong the life of all transportation
faculties now In \ise.

programs

already have been put into operation in

Once this phase of the program is un
der way, it is expected that each com

munity will attack systematically the
problem of waste of tires and equipment
in the private transportation field.
car at present is less than two, including

man, has shown that the job can be

the driver.

Copies of the manual are to be sent to

Three conservatioa methods suggested
Three principal methods are proposed
for conservation and more efficient use

of present transportation facilities:
1. Systematic staggering of business, school,
and working hours.

2. Croup riding in. private automobiles on
a

planned,

mercial.

A master

all State and local administrators as soon

plan designed to provide

ing special deliveries and call-backs may
not be included.

Pooliog of deliveries
If local carriers undertake Joint action to
pool their deliveries or to curtail services,
such action must conform to the terms of

the Joint statement issued by the ODT and
the Department of Justice on March 12, 1942.

designation.

Excepted vehicles
★

*

*

Eastman suggests war workers
try to live near jobs

Vehicles are defined

by the order to be

any rubber tired vehicles propeUed or drawn
by mechanical power or by horses. Local car
riers include ail persons engaged in the trans
portation of property by vehicle for compeDsation or as a

business service in or ixear

communities or on trips not longer than 15

War workers and other employed per

3. Improved regulation of local traffic to
make possible more efficient movement of
passenger vehicles, both private and com

mileage reduction, mileage saved by cut
ting down on deliveries and by eliminat

as Mr. Eastman has been notified of their

nelghborbood-by-nelghborbood

basis.

After June 1, local carriers using rub
ber tires are required to reduce their
total mileage by at least 25 percent each
month as compared with the correspond
ing month in 1S41. In computing the

The average number of passengers per

several communities, and the experience
thus obtained, according to Mr. East
done.

hibits call-backs made in a second at

tempt to deliver shipments on the same

Methods for dealing with the specialized

such facllitieB essential to war production
activities

of the United States, and except emer

sons who do not live near their places of
employment can do their country a real
service by moving into such locations
whenever possible, ODT Director East
man said April 29.
Such a practice carried out on a large

miles.

Vehicles exempted from the provisions of

the order include those operated exclusively
for

the

construction

and

maintenance

of

telegraph, telephone, radio, electric light and
power, gas, water supply, sewage disposal,
garbage disposal, and sanitation services;

scale would result in valuable conserva

vehicles owned or operated by the armed
forces of the United States or of any State;
farm vehicles when transporting produce or
farm supplies to market or farm; and vehi

tion with a number of governmental and

tion of tires, gasoline, and vital transpor

cles performing pick-up and delivery service

private agencies.

tation equipment.

each community with a basis for setting

up a war transportation program has
been di-awn up by the ODT in coopera

for line-haul motor, rail, express, air, et
water cairters, or for feigbt fowarders.

★
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Intracity use forbidden

Railroad labor shortage

WAR EFFORT INDICES

for closed freight cars

complicated by•' needs of war

Unemployed, Marcb

.

.

^

if motor transport is possible

MANPOWER

Already facing an acute labor shortage

in many departments of maintenance
and operation, American railroads today

Use of closed freight cars in any kind of

Intracity freight movement where utiliza-

tion of motor vehicles is possible was pro-

National labor force, March.... 54,000.000
3,600,000

Farm employment. April i, 1942.
Percent decreasesince June 1940.

*o.293.om

9,483.ooo
••4

are confronted with the necessity of find- finance

o/'jollnrs')*

000 new jobs for the remainder of 1942.
Current estimates, meanwhile. Indicate

- U58,416
35,557

Ing enough men tofill an estimated 117,- Authorized program June 1940^ °

hibited April 30 by Defense Transportation Director Eastman, in an amendment

Airplanes

to General Order No. 1. which established that employment in war industries will
Increase from about 7,500,000 to about
chandiseand directed carriers to conserve 15,000,000 men and that about 4,000,000

Naval ships

freight cars for preferential transporta-

men will be needed in the armed forces

Merchant shi'ps.."l""""!I

tion of war materials.

by the end of tliis year

weight limits for less-than-carload mer-

, C"
O'
WPH

iljl?
is!457
1^184

by ODT Director Eastman upon receipt
®report by Otto S. Beyer, director of

s!79i

Psy. subsistence, travel for the

armed forces,....

1.S93

the division of transport personnel, based

for freight car materials
,
.
.

on information obtained from the inter- productio.>i
state Commerce Commission. Railroad jum ,9io to latent re,.om., mc

tJ' order
In

to make full use

April

-26,534
,

Retirement Board, and the railroad Gov. commitments for plant expan-

industry.

of,

4,930

Housing
„ . ,

A 9 ratings
*•
WPB cancelsI A-2

to use up inventories

7'. 484

exports

.......
This situation was disclosed
April 30

* * +

SScluanVous'tnunll'^^^^
posu^depow'^^etc^^—

. ..
existing

Slon; 1,428 projects. Mar. 31

*^

.SS'ire

*j. *j.

Cabs' fate rests largely on use

;additional raw materiais, WPB has issued of equipment, says Eastman
, • an order canceling all preference ratings

. of A-2 or lower on material for car con-

The fate of taxicabs—by which almost

struction which has not already been

one billion passengers were transported

received by or put in transit to producer,

last year—depends In large part upon

At the same time, the order. Supple-

L-97-a-l. effective April 29. permits any

2 333

'S""
Average weekly

earn-

per week

'

42 a

12 5

114.3

. 13.7

Average hourly eam-

how efficiently existing equipment is Cost of&g: MVr"ch TiVs"^-

mentary General Limitation Order No.

10,677

Private
commitments
for Mar.
plant31
e*pension;
7,366 projects,

®

used. ODT Director Eastman said April

39=ioo)

29.

* Preliminary, includes revisions in former

producer to sell and deliver any material
In any event, he said, highly personal- TSmlnary and excludes authorizations
Which he has on hand or in transit to ized cab service available in the past
Naval supply Act for fiscal year 1943.
any other producer of freight cars.
cannot be maintained during the war. chln^S"^"'^
reflection of seasonal
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